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Abstract 

In this doctoral thesis, first we prove the continuous semimartingale local time Li is of 

bounded p-varaition in the space variable in the classical sense for any p > 2 a.s., and 

based on this fact we define the integral of local time in the sense of Young integral, and 

in the sense of Lyons' rough path integral, so that we obtain the new extensions to Tanaka

Meyer's formula for more classes off. We also give new conditions to two-parameter Young 

integral and extend Elworthy-Trnman-Zhao's formula. In the final part we define a new 

integral, i.e. stochastic Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral and extend Tanaka-Meyer's formula to 

two dimensions. 

Key Words: Young integral, two-parameter p, q-variation path integtal, local time, 

p-variation of local time, generalized Ito's formula, stochastic Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, 

rough path. 
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Chapter 1 
One Parameter Integral of Local Time 

§1.1 Introduction 

The classical Ita's formula for twice differentiable functions has played a central role 

in stochastic analysis and ahnost all aspects of its applications and connection with anal

ysis, PDEs, geometry, dynamical systems, finance and physics. It reads as follows. 

(Ita(1944), Kunita & Watanabe(1967)) Let f : R ...., R be a function of class 0 2 

and let X = {X,, .1i : 0 :;::; t < oo} be a continuous semimartingale. Then 

f(X,) = f(Xo) + l f'(X.)dXs + ~ l !"(X.)d <X >8 • (1.1.1) 

But the restriction of Ita's formula to functions with twice differentiability often encounter 

difficulties in applications. Extensions to less smooth functions are useful in studying many 

problems such as partial differential equations with some singularities and mathematics 

of finance. Generally speaking, for any absolutely continuous function f and a continuous 

semi-martingale X,, there exists At such that 

f(Xt) = f(Xo) + l f'(X.)dXs +A,. (1.1.2) 

To find At in both cases especially a pathwise formula becomes key to establish a useful 

extension to Ita's formula. In fact investigations already began in Tanaka (46] with a 

beautiful use of local times introduced in Levy [29]. 

(Tanaka (1963)) For any real number a, there exists an increasing continuous process 

L~ called the local time of X in a such that, 

[X,- a[ = [Xo- ai + l sgn(Xs- a)dX8 + 2Lf 

(Xt- a)+= (Xo- a)++ ll{X,>a)dXs + Lf 

(Xt- a)- = (Xo- a)- -ll{x,:<;a)dXs + Lf 

The generalized Ita's formula in one-dimension for time-independent convex functions was 

developed in Meyer [36]. 

(Tanaka-Meyer(1976)) Let f: R--> R be a convex function (or difference of two convex 
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functions) and I' its second derivative measure defined as !'([a, b)) := v- f(b)- v- f(a), 

-oo < a < b < oo. Then 

f(Xt) = f(Xo) + l \1- f(X.)dXs + 1: L,(x)!'(dx) a.s., (1.1.3) 

where v- f(x) is of bounded variation and J~ Lt( x )!'( dx) is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral 

associated with the measure l'(dx). Lf is the local time of semimartingale Xt at x. 

An integral f:"oo v- f(x)dxLt(x) was introduced in [4] through the existence of the 

expression f(X(t))- f(X(O))- JJ f.f(X(s))dX(s) in L2(:F,P), where Lt(x) is the local 

time of the semi-martingale X,. Generally speaking, one expects stronger conditions for 

the pathwise existence of the integrals of local times. However, in the framework of 

Lebesgue integrals, locally bounded variation in x for fixed t is the minimal condition 

on \1- f(x) to generate a measure, so it seems impossible to go beyond Tanaka-Meyer's 

formula. We remark that the striking fact that L,(x) is of bounded quadratic variation in 

x in the sense of Revuz and Yor [41] did not play a significant role in the proof of (1.1.3). 

It is therefore reasonable to conjecture that the conditions of defining the integrals of local 

times pathwise can be weakened. Inevitably, we have to go beyond Lebesgue integral. 

Here we use Young and Lyons' idea of integration (Lyons [30], [31], Lyons and Qian [32], 

Young [50], [51]) to define the integral of local time to go beyond the bounded variation 

condition. 

We would like to remark that the quadratic variation in the sense of Revuz and Yor 

is not enough to define Young's integral for local times. So in Section 1.2, we prove local 

time L,(x) is of bounded p-variation in x for any t ~ 0, for any p > 2 almost surely. The 

main difficulty is overcome by using the idea of controlling the p-variation of continuous 

paths via the variations through dyadic partitions. This idea was originated by Levy and 

used in [3], [18], [28] to prove the Brownian path is of bounded p-variation for p > 2. 

In Section 1.3, using Young's integration of one parameter p-variation, we can immedi

ately define f:"oo \1- f(x)dxLt(x) as a Young's integral if \1- f(x) is of bounded q-variation 

(1 :<:; q < 2). Then a new extension of Tanaka-Meyer's formula to f where v- f(x) is of 

bounded q-variation (1 :<:; q < 2) follows immediately. And I also give an example to use 

our new extension of Tanaka-Meyer's formula. 

§1.2 The p-variation of Local Time 

First we recall the definition of p-variation path and its integration theory (see e.g. 

Young [50], Lyons and Qian [32]). 

2 
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Definition 1.2.1 We say a function f: [x', x"] --> R is of bounded p-variation if 

m 

sup I; Jf(x;)- f(x;-t)JP < oo, 
E i=l 

(1.2.1) 

where E := {x' = x0 < x1 < · · · < Xm = x"} is an arbitmry partition of [x',x"]. Here 

p ;:: 1 is a fixed real number. 

" m From Young [50), the integral f:, f(x)dg(x) = lim 2: f(~;)(g(x;) -g(x;-1 )) is well 
m(E)~o;~t 

defined if f is of bounded p-variation, g is of bounded q-variation, and f and g have no 

common discontinuities. Here~~ E [Xi-1> x;J, p, q ;:: 1, ~ +l > 1, m(E) = sup (x; -x;-1). 
q l~i$m 

And we also have: 

(Theorem on term by term integration): Let Un} be a Wp-sequence ( {/n} is of 

bounded p-variation independent of n) converging densely to an f of Wp and converging 

uniformly to f at each point of a set A. Let {gn} be a Wq-sequence converging densely 

to a g of Wq, and converging uniformly at each point of a set B. Suppose further that 

p,q > 0, ~ + ~ > 1, and that A includes the discontinuities of g, B those off, AUB all 

points of ( x', x"). Then 

r" fnd9n --> r" fdg. 
1x1 Jx' 

Consider a continuous semimartingale X1 on a probability space (0, :F, P) with the 

decomposition 

Xt =Mt+ Vt, {1.2.2) 

where M1 is a local martingale, Vt is an adapted process of bounded variation. Then there 

exists semimartingale local time Lf of Xt as a nonnegative random field L = { Lf : (t, x) E 

(O,oo) x R,w E 0} and 

. 1 lot L(t,a) = llm-
2 

1[aa+<j(X(s))d <M>s 
c:!Deo' 

a.s. (1.2.3) 

for each t and a ER. Then it is well known for each fixed a ER, L(t,a,w) is continuous, 

and nondecreasing in t and right continuous with left limit (cadlag) with respect to a ([25], 

(41]). Therefore we can define a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral ]0
00 q,( s )dL( s, a, w) for each a 

for any Bore!-measurable function </J. In particular 

In'"' 1R\{aj(X(s))dL(s,a,w) = 0 a.s. 

3 
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Furthermore if </> is differentiable, then we have the following integration by parts formula 

l <f>(s)dL(s,a,w) = <f>(t)L(t,a,w) -l <f>'(s)L(s,a,w)ds a.s.. (1.2.5) 

Moreover, if g(s,x,w) is measurable and bounded on [O,t] x R x !1, by the occupation 

times formula (e.g. see [25], [41]), 

f' g(s,X(s))d <M>s= 2j"" f' g(s,a)dL(s,a,w)da a.s .. lo -oolo 
If g(·,x) is absolutely continuous for each x, f.g(s,x) is locally bounded and measurable 

in [0, t] x R, then using the integration by parts formula, we have 

l g(s,X(s))d <M>s 

= 2 j"" f' g( s, a )dL( s, a, w )da (1.2.6) 
-oo Jo 

= 2j"" g(t,a)L(t,a,w)da - 2j"" f' 8
8 

g(s,a)L(s,a,w)dsda a.s .. 
-oo -oo Jo s 

On the other hand, by Tanaka formula 

L(t, a)= (X(t)- a)+- (X(O)- a)+- M(t,a)- V(t,a), 

where Z(t, a) = f~ 1{x(s)>a)dZ(s), Z =M, V, X. By a standard localizing argument, we 

may assume without loss of generality that there is a constant N for which 

sup IX(s)l :<; N, <M>t:<; N, Var1V :<; N, 
O:Ss:St 

where Var,V is the total variation of V on (O,t]. From the property of local time (see 

Chapter 3 in [25]), for any 'Y ~ 1, 

EIM(t,a)- M(t,b)l2~ = E!fo\a<X,Sb)d <M>s 1~ :<; C(b- a)\ a< b 

where the constant C depends on 'Y and on the bound N. From Kolmogorov's tightness 

criterion (see [27]), we know that the sequence Yn(a) := ~M(t, a), n = 1, 2, .. ·, is tight. 

Moreover for any a1,a2, · · · ,ak, 
1 • 

P(sup 1-M(t,a;)l :<; 1) 
ai n 

1. 1· 1· 
= P(I-M(t,at)l :<; 1, 1-M(t, az)l :<; 1, .. ·, 1-M(t,ak)l :<; 11) 

n n n 
k 1 

~ 1- L'.:P(I-M(t,a;)l > 1) 
i=l n 

k 

~ 1 - ~ L E[M2(t, a;)] 
n i=l 

k 
~ 1- n2 C(N), 

4 
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so by the weak convergence theorem of random fields (see Theorem 1.4.5 in (27]), we have 

lim P(sup JM(t,a)J:::; n) = 1. 
n---too a 

Furthermore it is easy to see that 

1 . 1 
-V(t,a):::; -Var1V(t,a)-> 0, when n-> oo, 
n n 

so it follows that, 

lim P(sup JL(t,a)J:::; n) = 1. 
n--+oo a 

Therefore in our localization argument, we can also assume L(t,a) is bounded uniformly 
in a. 

Note there is a different definition of variation established in Revuz and Yor (41] (see 

also Marcus and Rosen (34]) and the following result is known (Chapter VI, Theorem 1.21, 

(41]): Let (Ll.n) be a sequence of subdivisions of [a, bJ such that ]Ll.n] -> 0 as n -> oo, for 

any nonnegative and finite random variableS, 

(1.2. 7) 

in probability. However this variation is not enough to enable us to apply Young's con

struction of integrals. We need the following new result to establish integrations of local 
times. 

Lemma 1.2.1 Continuous semimartingale local time Lf is of bounded p-variation in x 
for any t :;::: 0, for any p > 2, almost surely. 

Proof: By the usual localization argument, we may first assume that there is a constant 

K for which sup ]X. I, J~ JdV,.J, < M, M >1::; K. By Tanaka's formula 
0'5,s'5t 

L~ = (X1 - x)+- (Xo- x)+- Mf- V;•, (1.2.8) 

where, 

- f' ~ f' 
Mf = Jo 1(X,>x}dM., V,"= Jo 1(X,>x}dV,.. 

First note the function <p1(x) :=(X,- x)+- (Xo- x)+ is Lipschitz continuous in x with 

Lipschitz constant 2, which implies for any p > 2 and ai < ai+l 

(1.2.9) 

5 
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Secondly, by Hiilder's inequality, as V is of bounded variation, so 

li/;"<+1 - v,a; lP 

$ I fo' 1{a;<X,o:;a,+l}ldV,W 

$ C fo' 1{a;<X,o5aH1}IdV,I, (1.2.10) 

where c is a generic constant. To treat Mf, we use the method in the proof of Lemma 

3. 7.5 in Karatzas and Shreve [25] or Theorem 6.1.7 in Revuz and Yor [41], 

E/Mt'+>- M,"'/P 

El lot 1{a;<X,o:;a,+1)dM,/P 

( 

t • 

$ cE la 1{a;<X,o:;ai+dd <M, M >s) 
2 

= cE(f+> L~dx)~ 
£ 1 1ai+l 2: 

= c(a;+l - a;)'E( Lfdx)' 
ai+l- ai ~ 

£ 1 1ai+l E. $ c(ai+I- a;)>E (L"[)2dx 
ai+l- ai ai 

£ £ 
$ c(ai+J- a;)' supE(L~)'. 

X 

Here we used Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, the occupation times formula, Jensen 

inequality and Fubini theorem. Now from (1.2.8) and using Burkholder-Davis-Gundy 
inequality again, we have 

.e 2: ft E. E. 
E(Lf)2 $ cE[(X1 -X0)•+(}

0 
/dV,/)•+<M,M>1

4 ] 

2: ft E. E. 
$ cE<M,M>t +cE(Jo /dV,/)z +cE<M,M>t<cr(K,p). 

Therefore it follows that 

(1.2.11) 

Here c is a constant depending on K,p. Now we use Proposition 4.1.1 in [32] (i = 1,7 > 
p- 1), for any partition {az} of [a, b] 

00 2" 

sup I; IMt'+>- Mt"'IP $ c(p,7) I; n~ I; /M:~- .M;'~- 1 /P. 
D 1 n=1 k=1 

The crucial thing is that the right hand side does not depend on partition D, where 

a;:= a+ ;n (b- a), k = 0, 1, · ·., 2n. 

6 
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00 2• 
~n --an L n'Y L /M, •- M, •-'lP < oo a.s .. 

n=l k=l 

It turns out that for any interval [a, b/ c R 

sup L /M,"'+>- M,"'[P < oo a.s .. 
D l 

But we know L,(a) has a compact support [-K, K] in a. So for the partition D .

D-K,K = {-K = ao <a,<···< ar = K}, we obtain 

(1.2.12) 

On the other hand, it is easy to see from (1.2.9) that 

L I'Pt(ai+I)- 'Pt(a;)[P :::; 2P L(a;+l- a;)P 

:::; 2P(L(ai+!- a;)JP = 2P(b- a)P, (1.2.13) 

and from (1.2.10) and bounded variation of V that 

(1.2.14) 

Then from (1.2.8), (1.2.12), (1.2.13), (1.2.14), we know that 

sup L /L~'+l- Lf'IP < oo a.s .. 
D i 

Finally we can use the usual localization procedure to remove the assumption that sup [X.[, 
05s$t 

J5/dV./, < M, M >t:::; K. For this, define a stopping tinie for an integer K > 0: TK = 

inf{s: min{[X,[, J; /dV,./, <M, M >8 } > K} if there exists s such that min{[X,[, J; /dV,./, < 

7 
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M, M >s} > K and TK = +oo otherwise. Then the above result shows that there exists 

!11 c !1 with P(!11) = 1 such that for each w E !11 and each given integer K > 0, 

"' ILai+l La' lP sup L- tl\rx - tl\rK < oo. 
D i 

Since sup IXsl(w), J~ !dV.!(w) and< M, M >t (w) are finite almost surely so there exists 
O<s<t 

!12 c !1-wlth P(!12) = 1 such that for each wE !12, there exists an integer K(w) > 0 such 

that sup IXsl(w), J~ !dV.!(w), <M, M >t (w) s; K. This leads to TK(w) > t. So for each 
O~s~t 

wE !11 n flz, 

sup L IL~'<+' - Lf' lP < oo. 
D i 

The result follows as P(!11 n flz) = 1. 
0 

Recall the well-known result (see Revuz and Yor [41], P220) that for each t, the 

random function x --+ Lf is a cltdlag function hence only admits at most countably many 

discontinuous points. Denote Lf = Lf - Lf-. Then 

~ r' Lf = Jo 1{x} (X,)dV., (1.2.15) 

and for any a < b, 

~ f' L ILfl = Jn !dV.! < oo. 
a<x:$b 0 

(1.2.16) 

By Tanaka's formula 

Lf = (Xt- x)+- (Xo- x)+- Mf- Vjx 

= (X,- x)+- (Xo- x)+- {' 1{x >x)dM,- {' 1(x,>x)dV., lo s lo 
= (Xt- x)+- (Xo- x)+ -l1(X,>x)dM, -l dV. + l1(X,$x)dV. 

where 

= L[ + L {' 1{xk}(X8 )dV. 
x"'<xJo k-

= j,x + "' zx; 
t L- t ' 

- + + {' Lf = (Xt- x) - (Xo- x) - Jo 1(X,>x)dM,- (Vi-Vo) 

is continuous in x, and { xk} are the discontinuous points of Lf. Denote 

h(t,x) == 2:: z~:. 
x;:sx 

8 
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Lemma 1.2.2 Above defined h( t, x) is of bounded variation in x for each t and of bounded 

variation in (t,x) for almost every wE fl. 

Proof: Let [-N,N] be the support of L1(x). To see that h(t,x) is of locally bounded 

variation in x, consider any partition D = { -N = xo < X1 < · · · < Xm-1 < Xm = N}, 
then from (1.2.16) 

2::Jh(t,xi+1)- h(t,x;)/ = :LJ :L £~'1 
i Xi<Xk~Xi+l 

:s; :L 2::: r£:'J 
i X;:<Xk$X;H 

= :L ILfl < oo. 
-N<x$N 

To see it is of bounded variation in (t,x), consider any partition D' x D, where D' = {0 = 

to< t1 < · ·· < tn-1 < tn = T}, D = {-N = Xo < X1 < · · · < Xm-1 < Xm = N}, 

L lh(tJ+t,Xi+1)- h(tj+t,X;)- h(tj,Xi+t) + h(tj,X;)I 
i 

2:::1 2::: 
...... x• ...... ;J;. 

= ( L,;' .. - L,j•) I 
i Xi<Xk$Xi+l 

:L 2::: ...-...x• --x"' s; IL,j·+l - L,;'l 
i Xi<xk$xi+l 

= :L 
-N<x'5N 

li:H,- Lf;l· 

Now applying (5.3.3) leads to, 

From (1.2.20), (1.2.21) and the bounded variation assumption of V, we have 

L L /h(tm,xi+1)- h(tj+1, x;)- h(t;, xi+1) + h(t1, x;)[ 
j 

s; l1(-N,NJ(X,)[dV.I < oo. 

9 
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§1.3 One Parameter Integral of Local Time in the Sense of Young 

Integral 

Due to the decomposition (1.2.17) of local time, the following integral is therefore 
defined by 

i: f(x)dxLf = i: f(x)dxLf + i: f(x)dxh(t,x). 

The last integral is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, it doesn't matter whether or not f is 

continuous as long as it is measurable. If f is of finite p-variation (1 ::; p < 2), we know 

the integral f~oo f(x)dxLf is well defined by Young's integration theory. 

Remark 1.3.1 lf f belongs to C1, we have 

1: f(x)dxLf =-i: Lfdf(x). (1.3.1) 

This is because Li has a compact support for each t, so one can always add some points 

in the partition to make Lf1 = 0 and Lfr = 0. So 

r 

= lim L f(xk-!)(Lf• - L~k-1) 
m(D)~o k=l 

r r-1 

= lim [2:, f(xk-t)Lf•- 2:, f(xk)Lf•j 
m(D)~o k=l k=O 

r 

= - lim 2:,(f(xk)- f(xk_I))L:• 
m(D)~ok=l 

= - j_: Lfdf(x). 

Assume g( x) is a left continuous function and locally bounded, we use the standard 

regularizing mollifiers to smoothrize g (e.g. see [25]). Define 

( ) 
{ 

ce C•->'l'-1 if x E (0 2) 
p X = ' ' ' 

0, otherwise. 
(1.3.2) 

Here c is chosen such that Ji p(x)dx = 1. Take Pn(x) = np(nx) as mollifiers. Define 

9n(x) = 1:00 

Pn(X- y)g(y)dy, n 2: 1. 

10 
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Then 9n ( x) is smooth and 

lo
2 z 

9n(x) = p(z)g(x-- )dz, n;::: 1. 
o n (1.3.3) 

Using Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, one can prove that as n _, oo, 9n(x)-> 
g(x). 

Theorem 1.3.1 Let g(x) be a left continuous function with finite p-variation in x, 1 s 
p < 2, 9n(x) be defined in (1.3.3}. Then 

(1.3.4) 

Proof: Let o > 0 satisfy m + t > 1. From Lemma 1.2.1, Lf is of bounded (2 +a)
variation in x. From [51], g(x) being of bounded p-variation, 1 s p < 2, is equivalent to 

that for any partition D := D-N,N = { -N = xo <Xi < · · · < Xr = N} defined as before, 

there is an increasing function w such that 

1 

/g(xt+J)- g(xt)/ S (w(xl+i)- w(xt));;, \fxt,Xl+J E D, 

where w(x) is tb:e total p-variation off in the interval [-N- 2,x]. Using Hiilder's in

equality, we get 

r 

sup :L /gn(Xt)- 9n(Xt-i)IP 
D l=l 

= sup t I {2 

p(z)[g(xt- ~) - g(Xl-1 - ~ )jdz\P 
D l=l lo n n 

S Mt sup t ( {2/g(xt - ~) - g(xt-1 - ~ )/Pdz) 
D l=i lo n n 

lo
2 r Z Z s Mt sup :LJg(xt- -)- g(Xt-1- -)JPdz 

o D l=l n n 

lo
2 z z s M1 (w(N- -)- w(-N- -))dz, 

o n n 

where Mt is a constant. As 

z z 
w(N- -) -w(-N- -) s w(N), 

n n 

so 
r 

sup :L /gn(xt)- 9n(Xt-t)JP S 2Mtw(N) < oo, 
D l=l 

(1.3.5) 

which means that 9n(x) is of bounded p-variation in x uniformly inn. Then (1.3.4) follows 

from Young's ([50] or [51]) convergence theorem we can get the result directly. o 

11 
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Remark 1.3.2 Prom the Lebesgue's dominated converyence theorem, for g in the above 

theorem, we know 

;_: gn(x)dxh(t,x)---> ;_: g(x)dxh(t,x), as n-> oo. 

With Theorem 1.3.1, it follows that 

;__: Yn(x)dxLf ---> ;__: g(x)dxLf, as n-> oo. (1.3.6) 

Using the above theorem, we can get an extension of !to's Fbrmula. 

Theorem 1.3.2 Let X = (Xt)t<oo be a continuous semimartingale and f : R-> R be an 

absolutely continuous function and have left derivative v-!( x) being left continuous and 

locally bounded. Assume v-f(x) is of bounded q-variation, where 1 $ q < 2. Then we 

have the following change-of-variable formula 

f(X,) = f(Xo) + fo' v- f(Xs)dXs- ;__: v- f(x)dxLf, (1.3. 7) 

where Lf is the local time of Xt at x. 

Proof: The integral J::"eo v- f(x)dxLf is defined pathwise as a combination of rough path 

integral and Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. We may quote the proof in [25] and define 

!+eo 
fn(x) = -eo Pn(X- y)f(y)dy, n 2: 1. 

The convergence of all terms except the second order derivative term are the same as 

in the proof in [25]. By occupation times formula and Remark 1.3.1, the second order 

derivative term is 

~la' !::..fn(Xs)d <M >s = ;_: !::..fn(x)Lfdx 

= ;_: Lfd'Vfn(x) 

= - ;_: 'lfn(x)dxLf. 

It follows from (1.3.6) that, 

11' jeo 2 !::..fn(X.)d <M >s->- v- f(x)dxLf, 
0 -eo 

when n -> oo. Our claim is asserted. 0 

Needless to say, there are many cases that Theorem 1.3.2 works, but other extensions 

of Ito's formula do not apply immediately. The following is an obvious example: 

12 
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Example 1.3.1 Consider a function f(x) = x3 cos~ for x ;f 0 and f(O) = 0. This 

function is 0 1 and its derivative is f'(x) = 3x2 cos ~ + xsin ~for x # 0 and f 1(0) = 0. 

It is easy to see that f' is not of bounded variation, but of p-variation for any p > 1 (see 

Example 3.3.1 for a proof in a more complicated case). So Theorem 1.3.2 can be used, 

while Tanaka-Meyer's formula cannot apply to this situation. 

13 
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Chapter 2 
Local Time as a Rough Path 

§2.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 1, Lemma 1.2.1 says that the semimartingale local time Lf is of bounded 

p-variation in x for any t ;:o: 0, p > 2 a.s .. So in Theorem 1.3.2, we gave a new condition for 

Tanaka-Meyer's formula and the integral I:::'co v- f(x)dxLf is defined as Young integral, 

when v- f(x) is of bounded q-variation (1::; q < 2). But how is about if q ;=:: 2? Can we 

still define such an integral f:::'co v- f(x)dxLf pathwise? If we can, we will get Tanaka

Meyer's formula for wider class of frmctions. But Young's integration theory does not 

work here as the crucial condition * + ~ > 1 is no longer valid. So in this Chapter, we use 

rough path theory to extend q to any 2 ::; q < 3. 

§2.2 Brief Introduction to Lyons' Rough Path Theory 

In this section, we introduce some basics of rough path theory, mainly from Lyons 

and Qian [32]. 

In Chapter 3 of their book, Lyons and Qian gave the main development of rough 

path. Here, I only list some which will be used in the next section. 

For each n E N, define the following (truncated) tensor algebra 

n 

T(n)(V) :=I: E!lV0 \ V00 = R, 
k=O 

where V is a finite dimensional space (though it is also correct for Banach space). Its 

multiplication (also called tensor product) is the usual multiplication as polynomials, ex

cept that the higher-order (than degree n) terms are omitted. In other words, if e = 
(e0,e1, ···,en), 'f/ = ('TJ0 , 'f/1, · • ·, 'T/n) are two vectors in T(n)(V), then ( = e ® 'T/ E T(n)(V), 

where its kth component is 

k 
(k = I: ej ® 'T/k-j' k = 0, 1, ... 'n. 

j=O 

The norm I ·I on rCn)(V) is defined by 

n 

lei=I:Iet ife=(e0,et,···,en). 
i=O 

14 
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We use b. or b.T to denote the simplex {(s, t) : 0::; s::; t::; T}. A control w is a continuous 

super-additive function on b. with values in [0, oo) such that w(t, t) = 0. Therefore 

w(s, t) + w(t, u) ::; w(s, u), for any (s, t), (t, u) E b.. 

(Definition 3.1.1) A continuous map X from the simplex b. into a truncated tensor 

algebra r<nl(V), and written as 

Xa,t = (1, x;,,, .. ·, x:,,), with x:,t E V 0k, for any (s, t) E b., 

is called a multiplicative functional of degree n ( n E N, n ;::: 1) if X~, "" 1 and 

X,,, 0 Xt,u = X,,u, for any (s, t), (t, u) E b., (2.2.1) 

where the tensor product 0 is taken in r<nl (V). Equality (2.2.1) is called the Chen identity. 

Example 2.2.1 Let x: [0, T] -> V = Rd be a continuous path. Then its increment process 

X : b. -+ T(l) (V) defined by X,,, = (1, x;,,), x;,, = x,- x, is a multiplicative functional of 

degree 1. In this case, Chen's identity is equivalent to the additive property of increments 

O'l)er different intervals. If, in addition, x is a Lipschitz path, we may build a sequence of 

iterated path integrals 

Let's see the second iterated integral x;,,. Let et,···, ed be the basis of V = Rd, which 
d . 

implies that x1 = I: e,xl, t E [0, T]. Define fs<t, <t,<t dx,, 0 dx1, as an element of V 0 V 
i=l 

by 

It's easy to see for 0 ::; s ::; u ::; t::; T, 

{ dx,, 0 dx12 + 1 dx11 0 dx12 Js<h <ta<u u<t1 <t2<t 
+(x,.- x,) 0 (x,- Xu), 

i.e. 

satisfying Chen's identity. 

15 
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(Definition 3.1.2) Let p ~ 1 be a constant. We say that a map X : Ll. --> T(nl(V) 

possesses finite p-variation if 

[x;,,[ ::; w(s, t)ifp, for any i = 1, .. ·, n, (s, t) E 6., (2.2.2) 

for some control w. 

Theorem 3.1.2 in [32] shows that the higher (than [p]) order terms Xk (k > [p]) are 

determined uniquely by Xi ( i ::; [p]) among all possible extensions to a multiplicative 

functional which possess finite p-variations. Therefore we may give the following defini

tion of rough path. 

(Definition 3.1.3) A multiplicative functional with finite p-variation in T<IPD(V) is called 

a rough path (ofroughness p). We say that a rough path (of roughness p) is controlled by 

wif 

IX!11 ::; w(s, t)ifv, jw any i = 1, · · ·, [p], (s, t) ELl.. (2.2.3) 

The set of all rough paths with roughness pin T(iPll(V) will be denoted by flp(V). 

Next, let's see a method of constructing rough path. 

(Definition 3.2.1) Let p ~ 1 be a constant. A function X : 6. --> T<IPD(v) is called 

an almost rough path (of roughness p) if it is of finite p-variation, xJ,, = 1, and for some 

control w and some constant 0 > 1, 

i i 6 [(Xs,t ® Xt,u) - x.,.! ::; w(s, u) , 

for all (s, t), (t, u) E 6. and i = 1, .. ·, [p]. 

(Theorem 3.2.1) If X : 6. --> T(!Pll(V) is an almost rough path of roughness p, then 

there is a unique rough path X (with roughness p) in T<IPD(V) such that 

• . . 9 IX;,,- x;,,! ::; K;w(s, t) , for any 1 ::; i::; [p], (s, t) ELl., 

for some control w, some constants K; and 0 > 1. 

Actually, X can be constructed like 

16 
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where D is a partition of [s, t]. 

In the following, I will also cite some results about spaces of rough paths. Let 

Co(d, y(n)(V)) denote the set of all continuous functions from simplex d into the trun

cated tensor algebra y(n) (V), with an appropriate norm, and X~,t ;: 1. 

(Definition 3.3.1) A function X E Co(d, y(n)(V)) is said to have finite total p-variation 

if 

"JXi JPfi sup L...J tt-l,tl < oo, 
D l 

i = 1,· · · ,n, (2.2.5) 

where supv runs over all finite divisions of [0, T]. 

It is clear that if X E Co(d,T(n)(V)) is of finite p-variation, then X has finite total 

p-variation. Conversely we have the following proposition. 

(Proposition 3.3.2) Let p ~ 1 be a constant, and let X E Co(d, y(n)(V)) satisfy Chen's 

identity. If X has finite total p-variation, then 

n 

w(s,t) = L sup l::JX/,_,,,Jvli, far any (s,t) E d 
i:=l D[s,tj l 

is a control function, and 

JX!,tl:::; w(s, t)ilv, for any i = 1, .. ·, n, (s, t) E d. 

(2.2.6) 

Let Co,p(d, y(n)(V)) denote the subspace of all X E Co(d, y(nl(V)) with finite total 

p-variation. The p-variation metric d, on Co,p(d, r<fvD(V)) is defined by 

(2.2.7) 

(Lemma 3.3.3) (!1p(V), dp) is a complete metric space. 

However, the distance function dp is difficult to use in practice. Therefore we need the 

following definition. 

17 
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(Definition 3.3.2) (i) We say a sequence {X(n)} of Co,p(~,T(N)(V)) converges to 

X E Co,p( ~. r<N) (V)) in p-variation topology if there is a control w such that 

!X(n)~,,!, IX!,, I :'> w(s, t)iiP, i = 1, · · ·, N, for any (s, t) E ~. (2.2.8) 

for any n = 1, 2 · · ·, and 

IX(n);,,- X!,, I :'> a(n)w(s, t)iiP, i = 1, · · ·, N, for any (s, t) E ~. (2.2.9) 

for some function a(n) (which may depend on the sequence X(n), X, and the control w) 

such that limn-oo a( n) = 0. 

(ii) Letp,q 2:: 1 be two constants. WesayamapF: Co,p(~,T(N)(V))....., Co,q(~,T(N')(W)) 

is continuous in. (p, q)-variation topology if, for any control w, there is a control w 1 

and a function a : R+ ....., R+ satisfying the condition lime!O a( e) = 0, such that, if 

X, YE Co,p(~, T(Nl(V)) and 

then 

IX!,, I, IY},,I :'> w(s, t)ifp, i = 1, · · ·, N, for any (s, t) E ~. 

!X~,t- Y;,t! :s; ew(s, t)ifP, i = 1, · · · ,N, for any (s, t) E ~. 

!F(X){,,- F(Y){,,I :'> a(e)w,(s,t)jfq, j = 1,··· ,N', for any (s,t) E ~. 

(Definition 3.3.3) A rough path X E !1p{V) is called a smooth rough path if t--+ Xt = 
XJ,t is a continuous path with finite variation and X!,t is the ith iterated path integral of 

the path Xt over the interval [s, tJ (for i = 1, · · ·, [p]), that is 

X!,t = J. dX,,@ · · ·@ dX,., for any (s, t) E ~-
s<tt <···<ti<t 

(2.2.10) 

A rough path X E !1p(V) is a geometric rough path if there is a sequence X( n) of smooth 

rough paths in !lp(V) such that 

dp(X(n), X)--> 0, as n--> oo. 

In Chapter 4 (32], Lyons and Qian showed us how to construct a Brownian rough 

path. First they gave a key estimation. Let [S, T] be any finite interval. Consider its 

dyadic decompositions {S = t~ < tf··· < t~. = T} of [S,TJ, where 

t;;=;n(T-8)+8, k=D,···,zn, nEN. 

18 
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In this chapter they let [S, T] = [0, 1], though the results can be applied to any bounded 

intercal, so tZ = k/2n(k = o, ... , zn). 

(Proposition 4.1.1) Let X E Co(LI., T(Nl(V)) ( with a fixed running time interval, say 

[0, 1]) be a multiplicative functional. Then for any 1 :5 i :5 N, p satisfying p/i > 1, and 

any 'Y > pji- 1, there exists a constant C;(p, 'Y) depending only on p, 1, and i, such that 

00 2"' i 

snp L IXi,_.,t, 1"1' :5 C,(p, 'Y) L n"~ L L IXf~_,,t~IP!i, 
D l n=l k=l j=l 

(2.2.11) 

Second, let's see how they construct a Brownian rough path. Let W be a continuous path 

in V and let Xi,t = Wt - W8 • For m E N, we define a continuous and piecewise-linear 
path W(m) by 

(2.2.12) 

for l = 1, · · ·, 2m, where n E N, tZ = k/2n (k = 0, 1, · · ·, 2n) are dyadic points, and 

Ll. nk W = Wtn - Wtn . The corresponding smooth rough path (of degree k) is denoted by k k-1 

X(m) which is built by taking its iterated path integrals. That is, 

(2.2.13) 

(Definition 4.4.1) We say a real-valued, continuous stochastic process (Wt)tE[O,l] on a 

completed probability space (fl,.F, P) has (h,p)-long-time memory for some h E (0, 1), 

p > 1, such that hp > 1, if there exists a constant C such that (W1) satisfies the LP Holder 
condition, 

EIWt- W,j• :5 Clt- slhv, for any [s, t] E [0, 1], 

and, for a\11 2: t > s 2: 0, r > 0 such that (t- s)/r :51, we have 

jE(Wt- W,)(Wt+T- W,+Tll :5 Cr2
h it~ 8 1

2 

A cl-dimensional Brownian motion B1 satisfies 

(2.2.14) 

(2.2.15) 

and therefore the Holder condition is satisfied for p > 0 when h = ~- However, the condi

tion that hp > 1 forces p > 2. 

(Theorem 4.4.1) Let Wi = (wf, .. ·, wf) be d independent stochastic processes with 
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(h,p)-long-time memory for some 0 < h < i such that ph > 1. Then there is a unique 

function Xi on t. which takes values in (Rd)®i (i = 1, 2) such that 

2 ( . . pfi) i/p I: sup I: ix(mll._,,,- x:,_,,,l _, o, 
i=l D l 

both almost surely and in L1(n, :F, P), as m-+ oo. 

The theory of rough paths provides a pathwise theory of integration, but pathwise 

with respect to X, not to stochastic process x. Chapter 5 mainly gives us how to construct 

path integration along rough paths. The aim of this chapter is to define path integral of 

the type: f a(X)dX for a rough path X in r<IPD(V), where a: V-+ L(V, W). A special 

case is where a = df is the Frechet differential of a W-valued smooth function f on V. 

We call such a function a a {W-valued) one-form on V. 

From Chaper VI in [45], if f : Rd --> Rm, for 0 < 1 :;:; 1, Lip(/, Rd) will be defined 

like 

Lip(I,Rd) := {!: lf(x)l:;:; M, if(x)- f(y)i:;:; Mix- Yi\x,y E Rd}. 

But if 1 > 1, Lip(/, Rd) consists constant only. So how is to define Lip(/, Rd) for any 

I> 0? 

Definition 2.2.1 Let k :e: 0 be an integer, 1 E {k, k + 1] be a real number, f : Rd -+ Rm. 

We say the collection (f = f( 0),J(1), ···,f(kl) is an element of Lip(1,Rd) if 

f(O) = f, 
k-j f(i+l) ( ) 

f(j)(x) = ~ I! y (x- y)1 + Rj(x, y) (2.2.16) 

and 

Remark 2.2.1 The above definition means f is continuous, bounded and has continuous 

bounded derivatives of order not greater than k, and f(k) E Lip(/ - k, Rm). In fact, 

f(k) = dkf and (2.2.16) is Taylor's expansion. 

(Definition 5.1.1) Let p :e: 1 and p < 1:;:; [p] + 1. Let a: V-+ L(V, W), where V and 

W are two finite dimensional spaces, and Jet V®2, • • • , V® !PI and W®2, • • • , W®iP] be their 

tensor spaces up to degree [p]. We say that the system (a, V®i, W®i : 1 :;:; j :o; [p]) is 

20 
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admissible if 

(i) a is a Lip('y) one-form (with respect top) in the sense that, for j = 1, · · ·, [p], there 

exist functions ai : V ....., L(V0 i, W) and Rj : V x V -+ L(V®i, W) such that a1 = a, and, 
for any Lipschitz path X in V, we have 

for all t > s, and 

for j = 1, · · · , [I]. 

fp)-j 

ai(X,) = L ai+i(X.)(X!,,) + Rj(X.,X,), 
i==O 

f.' aJ+l(Xu)(dXu) = ai(X,)- ai(X8 ), 

]a 1 (~)1 :s; M(l + lW, ]aH1(01 :s; M, for any~ E V, 

IRJ(~,7J)I :s; M]~- '71~-i, for any ~,7] E V, 

(2.2.17) 

(2.2.18) 

(2.2.19) 

(2.2.20) 

k 
(ii) For all j = (j~, · · · ,jk) (integers j; :o': 0) such that IJI = 2: j; :s; [p], the linear operator 

i::::l 
ai•(O 0 ... 0 a!·(~) from V0 1il to w®JjJ is bounded (with bound M), where 

for all vi' E V 0 i•. 

ai·(~) 0 .. ' 0 ai•(~) ( ~ v;• ® ... 0 vt·) 
= l:<ai•<O<vi' J) 0 · · · 0 (ai•(~J<vf•JJ, 

Remark 2.2.2 Actually, aH1 = dia and {2.2.17} is Taylor's expansion. It's easy to see 

that if a : V ....., L(V, W) possesses all bounded continuous derivatives up to degree [pj + 1, 

then a is a Lip(!) one-form (w.r.t p such that p < 1 :s; [p] + 1}. 

(Condition 5.2.1) Assume that (a, V 0 i, W 0 i : j = 1, 2) is admissible with respect to 

p < 1 :s; [p] + 1, where p and 1 are fixed constants such that [p] = 2. 

(Definition 5.2.1) (Under Condition 5.2.1) Let X E llp(V). Then the integral of the 

one-form a against the rough path X, denoted by J a(X)dX, is the unique rough path 

with roughness pin T(
2l(W) associated with the almost rough path YE C0(d,T(2l(W)), 

where 

Y.~t = a1(X.)(X1,,) + a2(Xs)(X1,1), 

Y,~, = a1(X.) 0 a 1(X.)(x;,,), 

for all (s, t) E L1. The integration operator J a is defined to be the map from l!p(V) into 

n,(W) which sends a rough path X into f a(X)dX. 
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Remark 2.2.3 The almost rough path Y.,t = (1, Y,;,, Y,~,) can be found by using Taylor's 

expansion. On the other hand, let Zs,t := J: a(Xr )dXro and according to (2.2.4}, we can 
get 

Z2 
- lim Y.2 + z1 0Z1 r [ k ] 

s,t - m(D)--+O 't; tl-1ot1 't; a.t1-1 t1-1.tl 

. 1 1 2 l-l 1 l 1 
= hm L a (X,,_,) 0 a (X,,_,)(x,,_.,,) + f a(X)dX 0 f a(X)dX , r [ t t ] 

m(D)--+0 l==l la lt1_ 1 

for any (s, t) E /:;., where D := {s =to < tt < .. · < tr = t} is a partition o![s, tj. 

(Theorem 5.2.2) (Under Condition 5.2.1) The integration operator J a is a continuous 

map from !1p (V) to !1p(W) in p-variation topology. 

§2.3 Local Time as a Rough Path 

In this section, we will prove the main results of this chapter. Let's first try to 

define the integral J:O g(x)dxL't pathwise for a continuous g(x) with bounded q-variation 

(2 ~ q < 3). And we also take 2 < p < 3. We still decompose local time 

L~ = i.,~ + L z:•' where L~ := L~ - L~-. 
xz:$x 

(2.3.1) 

Here L[ is oontinuous in x, and x;;, k = 1, 2 · · · are the countable disoontinuous points of 

L'f. From Lemma 1.2.2, we know h( t, x) := L z:• is of bounded variation in X for each 
xk$x 

t. So the key point is to define f'!"00 g(x)dxL't pathwise for g(x) with bounded q-variation 

(2 :5 q < 3). For this, we will use Lyons' rough path theory. 

In fact, we will prove that g(x) and Lr can be regarded as rough paths. From [32], 

generally, we cannot expect to have an integration theory for defining integrals such as 

J'!"00 g(x)dxLf. But using the method in Chapter 6 in [32], we can treat Zx := (L[,g(x)) 

together as a rough path and define /(x,y)(v,w) := (v,yv), so the integral will be the 

second element of f'!"oo /(Z)dZ1
. It's easy to know that Zx is of bounded q-variation in x, 

where q = q, if q > 2, and q > 2 can be taken as any number when q = 2. Most of the 

analysis in this section works for 2 :5 q < 4, especially we will establish the convergence 

of smooth rough path in 0-variation topology for any 0 E (q,4) so to obtain Z~b and 
' Z~ b· In particular, when 2 :5 q < 3, we obtain the existence of the geometric rough path 

' 
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X = (1, X 1, X 2) associated with Z .. In the following we consider 2 :::; q < 4 otherwise we 

will explicitly say so. 

Let [x', x"J be any interval in R. From the proof of Lemma 1.2.1, for any p;::: 2, we 

know there exists a constant c > 0 such that 

- - 2 
EILt(b)- Lt(a)IP:::; c(b- a)' (2.3.2) 

i.e. Lt(x) satisfies Hiilder condition (2.2.14) with exponent ~- Denote by w the control of 

g(x), i.e. 

la(b)- g(aW:::; w(a,b), 

for any (a, b) E D.:= {(a, b): x':::; a< b S x"}. It is obvious that Wt(a,b) := w(a,b) + 
(b- a) is also a control of g. Set h = ~ E ( !, ~], it is trivial to see for any 8 > q i.e. h8 > 1 

we have, 

lg(b)- g(a)l 0 S Wt(a,b)hO, for any (a, b) E D.. (2.3.3) 

Considering (2.3.2), we can get Zx satisfies, for such h = ~' and any 0 > q i.e. hO > 1 

there exists a constant c such that 

For any mEN, define a continuous and bounded variation path Z(m) by 

Z(m)x := Zxm + Wt(x)- Wt(X~l) D.mz 
l-l Wt(xr)- Wt(X~1 ) ! ' 

(2.3.5) 

if xf-: 1 ~ x < xr, for l = 1, · · ·, 2m, and ..6.F Z = Zx;n - Zxz:
1

• Here Dm := { x' = x(f < 
x'{' < · · · < xq'm = x"} is a partition of [x', x"J such that Wt(xl")-wt(xf.:1) = 27. Wt(x', x"), 

where Wt(X) := Wt(x',x). It is obvious that xr -xr.:i ~ i,.wt(x',x"). The corresponding 

smooth rough path X( m) is built by taking its iterated path integrals, i.e. 

X(m)!,b = f dZ(m)x1 0 .. · 0dZ(m)x;-
la<x1<· .. <x;<b 

(2.3.6) 

In the following, we will prove {X (m )}meN converges to a geometric rough path X in 

0-variation topology (2.2.7). We call X the canonical geometric rough path associated 

with z. 
Let's first look at the first level path X (m )~,b· The method and results are similar 

to Chapter 4 in [32]. Similar to Proposition 4.2.1 in [32], we can prove 
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Proposition 2.3.1 Let (Zx) be a continuous path, 0 2': 1, X(m) defined as above. Then 
2" 

for all nE N, m,..... I; IX(m)~. x•l9 is increasing. Therefore 
k=l k-1' k 

00 p 00 p 

sup"' n'"~"' IX(m)~n x•l9 = lim "'n'"~"' IX(m)~n x•l 9 
m L...t ~ k-1' k m-+oo ~ W k-1• k 

n=l k=l n=l k=l 

Proof: By definition, X (m )xi: = z., for any n ::; m and therefore 

X(m)!n xn = z;n xn, k = 1, · · ·, 2n, for any n :5 m. 
k-1' k k-1' k 

Hence, 

2n 2n 

"'IX( m)!• x•i9 = "'~~~Zj8 . L- k-1' k L...., k=l k=l 
If n >m, then we may find a unique integer 0 < l ::; 2m such that xr.:, ::; x~-1 <X~ < xr' 
so that 

Therefore, 

w(xj)- w(xr ,) m 
X(m)xn = Zxr:_ 1 + ( m) ( m ) ~~ Z, j = k, k- 1. 

' w xl - w xl-1 

X(m)!n x• = 2m-n~1mz, for any n >m. 
k-1' k 

Since for each l from 1 to 2m, there are 2n-m elements of {xf, x~, · · ·, x~.} in [xf.'.1,xr), 

2n 2m 

L IX(ml!,_,,.,lo = (2~)o-'(2m)9-1 L i~rzi9 
k=l 1=1 

Observe that ~rz = ~u+lz + ~u:::tz, so 

zm 
(2m)o-1 I: l~r Zlo 

1=1 

This ends the proof. 

zm 
= (2m+l)9-l I:C~lo-'l~u+lz + ~u:::tzio 

1=1 
zm 

::; (2m+l )9-l I:CI~u+l zio + i~u:::t zjo) 
1=1 
2m+l 

= (2m+l )9-l L ~~~+1 zjo 
1=1 

<> 

Let x~,b = zb- z •. Inequality (2.3.4) implies EIX~,bi8 ::; cw,(a,b)hO. In particular, 

Ejx;. x•i8 ::; c( 2~ )hOwl (x', x")hO. Therefore for any 'Y > 0-1, there is a constant C(O, c) k-1' k 

such that 
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For such points {x~}, k = 1, · · ·, 2n, n = 1, 2, ···,defined above we still have the inequality 

(2.2.11), for any"(> 8- 1, there exists a constant C1(8, "(,c)> 0 such that 

00 2" 

C(8,"f)E L n7 L IX1,_,,.,1° 
n=1 k=l 

00 1 
::; C!(e,"f,C) l:n7(

2
n)h0-!w1(x',x")h0 • 

n=l 
(2.3.7) 

Since hO - 1 > 0, the series on the right-hand side of (2.3. 7) is convergent, so that 

supD L:1 1X~1 _,./ < oo almost surely. This shows that X 1 has finite &-variation almost 
surely. Furthermore, by Proposition 2.3.1, 

Esupsup L IX(m)!,_,,xl $ 
m D 1 

00 2" 

C(e, 7)Es:;p L n7 L IX(m)!,_,,.,l 6 

So 

n=l k=l 
00 2• 

$ C(ll,"f)El:n7 l:IX;,_, .• ,I6 
n=l k=l 

00 1 
$ C!(O,"(,c) L n7(

2
n)h0-!w1(x',x")h0 < oo. 

n=l 

s:;ps~p L IX(m)!,_ ... l < oo, a.s., 
l 

which means X(m)!,b have finite 0-variation uniformly in m. 

Next we want to show that under (2.3.4), X(m)!,b converges to X!,b in 11-variation 

distance. Note that if n $m, X(m)!• x• = x;. x•; and 
k-1' k k-11 k 

if n >m, then IX(m)~. x•- x;. ..16 ::; 26-1 {1X(m)~. ..19 +IX;. ..1°). 
k-1' k k-1• k k-1' k k-ll k 

Therefore, 

00 2" 

E" n7
" IX(m);. x•- x;. x•l6 

L.....i L- k-1 1 k k-11 k 
n=l k=l 

00 2" 

= E " n7
" IX(m)!n x•- x;. x•l6 

L....J L..J k-1' k k-1' k 
n=m+I k=l 

00 1 
::; C L n'"~( 2n)h0-!w1 (x', x")hO 

n=m+I 

::; C(2~)"'2' E n7(2~)"',-' 
n=m+I 

::; 0(2~) .. 21
, 
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where G depends one, h, w1(x',x"), and c in (2.3.4). By inequality (2.2.11), 

Esup L IX( m);,,_,,.,- x;,_,,.l 
D I 

DO 2" 

:0: G(O,-y)E"n~"IX(m);,n ,xn-X;n xnl8 
L.....J L...J k-1 k k-l• k 
n=l k=I 

:0: 0(2~)",-'. 

By HOlder's inequality, 

hence, 

DO ( 1 oolMt EL sup L IX(m);;,_,.,- x;,_,.l) ii :0: G L (2m)--,T < oo, 
m=l D l m=l 

for he> 1, where G depends one, h, w1(x', x"), and c in (2.3.4). So we obtain 

Theorem 2.3.1 For a continuous path Zx with {2.3.4), we have 

DO 1 

L sup (I: IX(m);,_,., - x;,_,.l) 0 < oo a.s .. 
m=l D l 

(2.3.8) 

(2.3.9) 

In particular, (X(m)!,6) converges to (X~,b) in 0-variation distance a.s. for any (a, b) E !:>.. 

We next consider the second level path X(m)~ 6• From [32], we know if n ;::: m, 
' X(m)2n "= 22(m-n)-1(t:..mz)®2• ifn <m 

xk-l'xk l ' ' 

1 2m-nk 

X(m);z_,,xz = 2t:..zz 0t:>.~z + i I: (!:>.;?'Z 0 !:>.J"Z- !:>.l"Z 0 t:>.;?'Z), 
r<l=2m--n(k-l)+l 

so 

X(m + 1);n x"- X(m);n x" 
k-1' k k-1' k 

2m-nk 

= ~ " (t:..m+tz 0 t:..m+tz-t:..m+tz 0 t:..m+Iz) 2 ~ 2!-1 21 2! 21-1 , 
1=2m-n(k-l)+l 

(2.3.10) 

k = 1, · · · , 2n. Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.3.3 in [32], we have 

Proposition 2.3.2 Suppose z. is continuous in x and satisfies {2.3.4). Then for n ;::: m, 

2" 

L )2 2 ' 1 8h-1 EIX(m+lxn xn-X(m)xn x"I2<G(-
2

+ )-,-, 
k-l' k k-l' k - n m 

k=l 

where G depends one, h, w1 (x', x"), and c in {2.3.4). 
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Proof: If n ~m, X(m);. x" = 22(m-nl- 1(~;nz)02 , and since for each l from 1 to 2m+1, 
k-1' k 

there are 2n-m-l elements of {xr,x2,··· ,x~n} in fxr.:t1,xl+1), we have 

2" 

~EJX(m+1);n x•-X(m)~n x•l~ L....J k-1• k k-1• k 
k=1 
2tn+l 

= E zn-m-1EI22(m-n)+I(Llj+1z) 0 (lli+1z)- 22(m-n)-1(Ll;nz) 0 (Ll;nZ)I~ 
1=1 

zm+l 

:$ C(~: jB E 2n-m-1(2~)Mwi(x', x")M 
1=1 

< C(2m )o2n-m-1. 2m+l( _!._)M 
- 2" 2m 

= C(~: )O-M(z1n)hH 

< C(]._)M-1 
- 2" 

1 h0-1 <C(--)-2-_ 2m+n ' 

where C depends on 0, h, w1(x',x"), and c in (2.3.4). 0 

Proposition 2.3.3 Assume 2 :$ 0 < 4 and q < 0 < 4. Then for m > n, we have 

2 2 
9 

[ 1 ' 1 1M 1 ' 1 1M 'o] EJX(m+l)x• xn-X(m)xn x•J':<;C(-
2

)<(-
2 

)2 +(-)2(-)2 -, ,(2.3.12) 
k-1 • k k-1' k n m 2n 2m 

where C is a generic constant and also depends on 0, h(:= ~), w1(x', x"), and c in (2.9.4). 

Proof: For m > n, we have 

EJX(m + l)~n x"- X(m)~n x•l2 
k-1' k k-1' k 

zm-nk 

= ~El "" (Llm+lz0Llm+lz_t;.m+1z®t:.m+1z)l2 4 ~ 21-1 21 21 21-1 
1=2m-•(k-1)+1 

2 2m-nk 

~ "" E "" (.1 m+! zi .1 m+! zi _ .1 m+! zi .1 m+! zi) 4 ~ ~ 21-1 21 21 21-1 
i,j=l l,r=2m-n(k-1)+1 
i#j 

+E(Llm+l zi!lm+l zi)E(Llm+l zi ,1m+l zi)) 
2l 2r 2l-1 2r-l 
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+ E(fl.;2:t zi fl.Z.+l zi)E( fl.u+l zi ll.Z."!:i zi) J 
= ! "' [E(fl. m+l L• fl. m+l L")(fl. m+lg(x)fl. m+lg(x)) 4 ~ 2l-1 t 2r-1 t 2l 2r 

l,r 

+E(fl.;+t Lf fl.2r+I Lf)(fl.;2:}g(x)ll.2r"!:ig(x)) J 
_!"' [E(fl.m+l L• fl.m+l L")(fl. m+lg(x)fl.m+lg(x)) 4 L....t 2! t 2r-l t 2l-1 2r 

l,r 

+(fl.u2:i Lf fl.2r+I Lf)(fl.;+~g(x)fl.2r"!:ig(x)) J 
+!"' [(ll. m+lg(x)fl. m+lg(x))E(fl. m+! L• fl.m+l L") 4 L....t 2l-l 2r-1 2! t 2r t 

l,r 

+(fl.u+I g(x )fl.2r+lg(x) )E( fl.u2:i Lf ll.Z."!:i LD] 

_!"' [(ll. m+lg(x)fl.m+lg(x))E(fl.m+l L• fl.m+l L") 4 L....t 2l 2r-1 2l-1 t 2r t 
l,r 

+(fl.u2:fg(x)fl.2r+lg(x))E(fl.u+1 Lf ll.Z."!:iLD]. (2.3.13) 

Let X, = Mt + V,, where Mt is a continuous local martingale, V, is a continuous process 

with finite variation. So from [25] and [41], it's easy to know that 

L• = t (X,- x)+- (Xo- x)+ -l1{X,>x)dM,- (V,- Vo) 

.- </>(x) -l1{X,>x)dMs- (V,- Vo), 

and using some estimate in the proof of Lemma 1.2.1, we have 

E[ll.Z."!:i Lf fl.u2:i Lf] 
= E (L,(x2r_ 1)- L,(x2r_2 ))(L,(x;_1 )- L,(x;_

2
)) [ 

- +1 - +I - +1 - +I J 

= E[(tf>(xZ."!:j) -</>(xZ."!:~)- {' 1{xm+l<X <xm+l)dM8 ) Jo Zr-2- s 2r-l 

·(</>(xu2:IJ -</>(xu2:~)- {' 1{xm+l<X <xm+t)dMs)] lo 21-2- s 21-1 

::; E/</>(xZ."!:i) -tf>(x2r"!:~)/·l</>(xu2:f) -tf>(xu2:~)1 

+Eitf>(xZ."!:iJ -</>(xZ."!:~)I·I {' 1{xm+l<X <xm+l)dMsl lo 21-2- , 21-1 

+Eitf>(x2t2:}) -</>(xu2:~)1·1fo'l{x;;-!:~:o;X,<x~::-!:ildM,I 
+El {' l{xm+l<X <xm+l)1(xm+l<X <xm+l)d <M >si Jo 2r-2- 8 2r-1 21-2- a 21-1 

::; c[(xZ."!:i- x2r"!:1)(x;2:}- x;2:J) + (x2r"!:i - xZ."!:1)(xu2:i- x;2:~)k 
+(xm+l_ xm+l)(xm+l- xm+IJ!] 2!-1 2!-2 2r-1 2r-2 
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(2.3.14) 

Here C is a generic constant and also depends on w1(x',x"). So 

zm-nk 

2::::: E(~2r"!:l L: ~u::i Lf)E(~2,.+tg(x)~;z+tg(x)) 
l,r=ztn-n(k-1)+1 

:S c[2m-n(_1_)1+2h + 22(m-n)(_1_)~+2hl 
zm+l ~+I . 

The other terms in (2.3.13) can be treated similarly, therefore 

Hence, for 2 :S 8 < 4, by Jensen's inequality, 

EIX(m + 1)~. x•- X(m);. x•l; 
k-1' k k-l' k 

f 
:S (EIX(m + 1);. x•- X(m);. x•l2

)' 
k-1' k k-1' k 

:S c[zm-nc_1_)1+2h +22(m-n)(_1_)~+2hl£ 
2m+l zm+l 

:S 0[2(m-n)£(-1-)~+!M + 2(m-n)~(-1-)¥+!M] zm+l zm+l 

:S c[c;nl~(2~)~ho + (z~l~(z~)!M-~o], 

where C is a generic constant and also depends on 8, h, Wt ( X1, x 11), and C. 

Theorem 2.3.2 Assume 2 :S q < 4. Let q < 8 < 4 and h E (0, 1) satisfy h8 > l. Then 

there exists a unique X2 such that (1,X\ X2) is a rough path and there exist a sequence 

{X(m)}~=l of smooth rough path such that 

both almost surely and in L1(!1,F, P) as m-> oc. In particular, when 2 :S q < 3, X is 

the canonical geometric rough path associated to z .. 
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Proof: The convergence of X(m)1 to X1 is Theorem 2.3.1. In the following we will prove 

X(m)~,b converges in 8-variation distance. By Proposition 4.1.2 in [32], 

"' 2 2 Q Esup L, /X(m + 1)x1_ 1,x1 - X(m)x
1
_.,x

1
/ 2 

D I 

1 

:s; C(8,7)E (~n.,0 /X(m+ l)!n x• -X(m)!n x•io)' L.....t 6 k-1' k k-1• k 
n=l k=l 

1 

· (~ n' ~ (IX(m + l)!r_,xr/
8 + IX(m)!~_,x~18)) 2 

00 2" 

+C(8,"f)E"'n'"'/X(m+1)~n xn-X(m)x2n x•i~ L-J L-J k-1 1 k k-1 j k 
n=l k=l 

.- A+B. 

We will estimate part A, B respectively. First from (2.3.8), we know 

A $ 

Secondly from Proposition 2.3.2 and Proposition 2.3.3, we know 

asq<8<4,andh8>1. So 

Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.3.1, we can easily deduce that (X(m)2)meN is a Cauchy 

sequence in 8-variation distance. So when m--> oo, it has a limit, denote it by X 2 , and 

from completeness under 8-variation distance (Lemma 3.3.3 in {32]), X 2 is also of finite 
8-variation. The theorem is asserted. 

Remark 2.3.1 We would like to point out that the above method does not seem to work 

for two arbitrary junctions f of p-variation and g of q-variation ('2 < p, q < 3) to define a 
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rough path Zx = (f(x), g(x)). However the special property (2.3.14) of local times makes 

our analysis work. A similar method was used in {32/ for fractional Brownian motion with 

the help of long-time memory. Here {2.3.14) serves a similar role of the long-time memory 

as in {32}. 

In the following, we will only consider the case that 2 :::; q < 3 and take q < (I < 3. 

As local time Lf has a compact support in x for each w and t, so we can define 

integral of local time directly in R. For this, we take [x', x"] covering the support of Lf. 
For 2 <(I< 3, recall the definition of the one form j: R2 -+ L(R2,R2), 

}(z)~ = (v, yv), 

where z = (x,y) and~= (v,w). So for 6 = (v1.w1), 6 = (v2,w2),we have 

Define 

Y.\ = Jcz.)z~b + Pcz.)z';.b 
' ' ' 

Y,?,b = (/(Z.) ® /(Za))Z~,b· 

From Chapter 5 in [32], we know that Y = (1, Y.?,b, Y.?,b) is an almost multiplicative func

tional of degree 2 and therefore one can use the almost rough path to construct the unique 

rough path Coo' }(Z)dZ with roughness IJ in T(2)(R2 ). In particular, 

1
00

• 1 . (' 1 <2 2 l -eo f(Z)dZ = m(2,IJ:.0.E f(Zx,_ 1)(Zz,_.,z,) + f (Zz,_,)(Zz,_,,z.J , 
• 

where the limit exists so the integral is well-defined. Note 

/(Z(a))(Z!,b) + f(Z(a))(Z~,b) = (t~- Lf,g(a)(L~- Lf)) + (o, (Z~,bh,t), 

where (Z~,bh,1 means the lower-left element of2 x 2 matrix z~,b· Note in our case formally 

the rough path 

/_: }(Z)dZ1 = (/_: dLf, /_: g(x)dLf) . 

In particular, 
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The limit exists. Note it is clear tons that the Riemann sum L;g(x;-t)(if<- L:<-t) itself 
i 

does not have a limit as m( D) -+ 0. This is the very reason we need to use Lyons' rough 

path integration theory. Here we still denote the integral by f~g(x)dif. 

Note from Theorem 5.2.2 in (32], f f is a continuous map from fle(R2 ) to fle(R2 ) in{/

variation topology. Let Zn(x) := (if,gn(x)), Z(x) := (if,g(x)), where 9n0 is of bounded 

q-variation uniformly in n, 2 :0; q < 3, and when n ...., oo, 9n(x) ...., g(x) for all x E R. 

What we should prove is that rough path Zn(·)...., Z(·) in 8-variation distance. Repeating 

the above argument, we can find the canonical geometric rough path associated with Zn 

is Xn = (1,X~,X~), the smooth rough path is Xn(m) = (1,Xn(m)1,Xn(m)2). Actually, 
· · 1 "'b "'a 1 -b .. a m (32), tt shows that (Xn)a,b = (Lt- Lt,9n(b)- 9n(a)), Xa,b = (Lt- Lt,g(b)- g(a)), 

so (Xn)~,b --> X~,b in the sense of uniform topology, and also in the sense of 0-variation 

topology. As for (Xn)~,b• we can easily see that 

)(Xn)~,b- x;,b, :0; )(Xn)~,b- (Xn(m))~,bl + )(Xn(m))~,b- X(m)~,bl + IX(m)~,b- x~.bl· 

From Theorem 2.3.2, we know that the first and the third term on the righthand side is 

smaller than E:Wt (a, b) j, for any small " > 0. The second term can be easily dealt with 

from the definition of (Xn(m))~,b and X(m)~,b· It is convergent in the 11-variation topol

ogy uniformly in m. So f j( Zn)dZn --> f J( Z)dZ in 11-variation distance a.s.. Therefore 

f j(Zn)dZ~--> f j(Z)dZ1 a.s., i.e. J':',on(x)dif--> f~g(x)dif a.s., when n...., oo. As 

for the jump part, from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, f~gn(x)dh(t,x)--> 

f':'00 g(x)dh(t, x), when n --> 00. So we can get f':'
00

9n(x)dLf --> f':'
00

g(x)dLf,when 

n...., oo. If g(x) has discontinnities, we can use the method in (49) to deal with. Finally, 

we deduce an extension of Tanaka-Meyer's formula. A similar smoothing procedure with 

[11) can be used and the above convergence is enough to make our proof work. 

Theorem 2.3.3 Let X = (Xt)t;::o be a continuous semimartingale and f : R ...., R be an 

absolutely continuous function and have left derivative "V- f(x) being left continuous and 

locally bounded. Assume "V- f(x) is of bounded q-variation, where 1 :0; q < 3, then 

(2.3.15) 

Here the integral f':'00 "V- f(x)dxLf is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral when q = 1, a Young 

integral when 1 < q < 2 and a Lyons' rough path integral when 2 :0; q < 3 respectively. 

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.3.2. 

Remark 2.3.2 This chapter is included in paper {13]. 
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Example 2.3.1 Consider a function f(x) = x~ cos~ for x i' 0 and f(O) = 0. This 

function is C1 and its derivative is f'(x) = !x~ cos~+ y'xsin ~for xi' 0 and f'(O) = 0. 

It is easy to see that f' is not of quadratic variation, but of p-variation for any p > 2. So 

Theorem 2.3.3 can be used, while either Tanaka-Meyer formula or Theorem 1.3.2 cannot 

apply to this situation. 
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Chapter 3 
Two-parameter p, q-variation Path Integrals 

§3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will consider how to define the integral of two-parameters, i.e. 

J;" JJ," F(x, y)dx,yG(x, y) just like Young integral without any measure. Young (1938) 

(51] considered this problem, but his conditions are strong and difficult to check. It seems 

to us that the theory of two-parameter PJ, 1J! 1-variation (p, q-variation as a special case) 

integration has not been investigated and developed well in the literature. Inspired by the 

work of Young [51] and Lyons and Qian [32], in Section 3.4, I give a new condition for 

the existence of two-parameter Young's integral (Theorem 3.4.1). In Section 3.2, I give 

some notations and introduce Young's two-parameter integral. In Section 3.3, I give an 

example of p, !-variation (p > 1) function. 

§3.2 Definition of Two Parameter p, q-variation Path and Young's 

Theorem 

In this chapter, the following notation is used: .P, W, P1, 1J!1 denote continuous real 

valued convex functions on {0, oo) increasing and vanishing at 0; <p, ,P, <p1, ,P1 denote the 

inverse functions of .P, W, P1, w1, respectively; w, x are continuous increasing functions 

of one variable. 

Before we proceed, we need the following definition. 

Definition 3.2.1 We say F(x, y) is of bounded .P- and >l!-bivariation, if 

N 

sup sup L <P(IF(xk, '/')- F(xk-1, '/')- F(xk, &) + F(Xk-b &)I) < oo, 
E 'Y,OE[y' ,yu] k=l 

N' 

sup sup I:w(]F(a,yz)- F(<>,Y!-1)- F(/3,yz) +F(f3,Yl-I)IJ < oo, 
E' o:,J}E[:t' ,:c")l=l 

where supE runs over all finite partitions of [x', x"], supE' runs over all finite partitions 

of(y',y''j, namely E := {x' = xo < X1 < · .. < XN = x"}, E' := {y' = Yo < Yl < · .. < 
YN' = y"}. 

We say G(x, y) is of bounded P1, W1-variation in (x, y), if 

(3.2.1) 
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where 

and SUPExE' runs over all finite partitions of [x', x"J x [y', y"J. 

lf1T!1(u) = u, we call G(x,y) is of bounded iJ!1-variation in (x,y). lfiJ!1(u) =uP, w1(u) = 
uq, p,q :::>: 1, we call G(x,y) is of boundedp,q-variation in (x,y). lfp = q = 1, G(x,y) is 

of bounded variation in (x, y). 

We quote the theorem of two-parameter integral of Young {1938) ([51]) here. 

(6.3 Theorem): Suppose given a convex iJ! and a convex 1f! with the inverse 4>, ..p 
(all continuous and strictly increasing as usual); monotone increasing (J and O" subject 

to e( u )O"( u) = u; monotone increasing .A, 11 such that 

L rJ[<p(l/n)].A(l/n) < oo and L O"[t/J(l/n)]/1(1/n) < oo 
n 

. (3.2.2) 
n 

and monotope increasing wand X given (monotone increasing). Then given e > 0, we can 

determine finite sets E and E' of values of x and y on [x', x"J and {y', y"J respectively so 

that for every function F(x,y) whose total if>- and IJi-bivariationsin x and y repectively, 

are less than fixed constants P and Q, and for every function G(x, y) which satisfies the 
condition 

we have 

x" , 

I r {" {F(x,y) -Fz,z·(x,y)}dx,yG(x,y)i < E, le' }y' 

(3.2.3) 

as soon as Z and Z' include respectively the points of E and of E' among their points 

of division. Here !l,w = w(x,)- w(Xi-1), !liX = X(YJ)- X(Yj-1), Fz,z,(x, y) is the step 
function of F on Z, Z'. 

Remark 3.2.1 Young's condition is very strong and the class of junctions that satisfy 

Young's condition is restricted. In particular, Young's condition does not seem to include 

the class of functions of bounded variation and many important examples. We give a new 

and weaker condition for the integration in Section 3.4. We will use Lyons' idea of control 

junctions to simplify our proof. One can see our condition is a natural extension of locally 

bounded multi-dimensional L-8 measure. 
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§3.3 An Example 

In the following, we will give an example of p, !-variation (p > 1) function .. lt seems 

difficult, if not impossible, to check Young's condition (3.2.3) for this example. 

Example 3.3.1 Consider 

f(x,y) = xysin(.!. + .!.), 0 < x,y :o; 1, f(O,y) = f(x,O) = f(O,O) = 0. 
X y 

This is a continuous function of unbounded variation but of bounded p, !-variation (p > 1). 

To see it is of unbounded variation, we take the partition E1xEz = {0 < +1" me 2 

1 
1 < mr-1 < 

... < - 1- < 1 0 < 1} 
'11"-1 ' ' 

L lt..;t..ifl = L lx;sin( ..!:._ + 1)- Xi-1sin(-
1
- + 1)1 

i,j i Xi Xi-1 

= I;l. : 1 sin(i71"+~2)-~1 sin(i7l")l 
i Z7r + 2 - Z7r -

1 
= 2t i1r+ ~ -1 

oo. 

To see it is of bounded p, !-variation for any p > 1, consider any partition E x E' 

= L x;yjs~n(- +-) - Xi-lYisin(-- + -) I 
. 1 1 1 1 

i,j Xi Yj Xi-1 YJ 

. ( 1 1 ) . ( 1 1 )lP -X;Yj-1BZn - + -- + Xi-1Yj-1Stn -- + --
X; Yj-1 Xi-1 Yj-1 

= L IYi [x;sin( .!_ + ..!:._)- Xi-1sin(-
1
- + .!_ )l 

i,j Xi Yi Xi-1 Yi 

-Yi-1 [x;sin( ..!:._ + -
1
-) - x;-1sin(-

1
- + -

1
-) liP 

Xi Yj-1 Xi-1 YJ-1 

L IYi(x; - X;-1)sin( ..!:._ + ..!:._) + YjX;-1 [sin(.!_ + ..!:._) - sin(-
1
- + ..!:._) l 

i,j Xi YJ Xi YJ Xi-1 YJ 

-Yj-1(x;- Xi-1)sin( .!_ + - 1
-) 

x; Yi-1 

-Yj-1Xi-1 [sin(.!_ + -
1
-)- sin(-

1
- + - 1

-) liP 
X; Yj-1 Xi-1 Yj-1 

= L I (x; - X;-1) [yjsin( ..!:._ + ..!:._) - YHsin( .!_ + -
1
-) l 

i,j Xi Yj Xi YJ-1 
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+xi-1 [Yi((sin( !._ + !._)- sin(-
1
- +!..)) 

X; YJ Xi-1 YJ 

-YJ-1(sin( !._ + - 1
-)- sin(-

1
- + - 1-JJ]IP 

X; Yj-1 Xi-1 Yi-1 

= L l(x;- X;-1J[CY1- Yi-l)sin( !._ + !._) 
i,j Xi Yi 

+YJ-1(sin( !._+!._)-sin(!._+ -
1-JJ] 

x; Yi x; Yi-1 

+x;-I[(Yj- YJ-d(sin(!.. + !._)- sin(-
1
- + !..)) 

X; Yi Xi-1 Yi 

( .c1 1J ·cl 1J +YJ-1 sm -+- -sm -+-
x; Yi Xi-1 Yi 

-sin(!._+ -
1
-) + sin(-

1
- + - 1-JJ]jP 

X; Yj-1 Xi-1 Yi-1 

$ Cp{ L I (x;- XH)(Yi - Yi-t)sin( !._+!._liP 
iJ X$ YJ 

+ L:IYJ-I(x;- Xi-l)(sin(!.. +!..)-sin(!..+ -
1-))IP 

i,j Xi YJ Xi Yi-1 

+ L lxi-t(Yj- Yj-1)(sin(_!_ + _!_)- sin(-
1
- + _!_))r 

i,j Xi Yi Xi-1 Yi 

+ L lxi-IYH(sin(!.. + !._)- sin(-
1
- + !._) 

i,j Xi YJ Xi-1 Yi 

-sin(!._+ -
1
-) + sin(-

1
- + - 1-)JIP} 

xi YJ-1 X;-1 YJ-1 
:= cp(I +II +Ill +IV), 

where Cp is a constant. It's easy to see that 

I $ L(x;- Xi-I)P(YJ - YJ-I)P $ 1. 
i,j 

For II, as lsinxl $ x, so 

I I$ zv-l L v'J-1 (x;- X;-I)Pisin(!.. +_!_)-sin(!.. + - 1-)1 
i,j Xi Yi Xi YJ-1 

2. + .1. + _1_ .1. - _1_ 
= zv-1 "'-~ (x·- X· 1)P ·l2cos X; Y; Y;-1 sin Y; Yj-1 I 

~1/j-1 • ·- 2 2 

'" 
:5 zv-1 L v'l-t (x;- x;_t)P (-1- -_!_) 

i,j Yi-1 Yi 

= zv-1 L;(x;- Xi-I)PL'Y'J-1 (-1-- !..) . 
i i Yi-1 Yi 
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l:)x;- Xi-1)P < 00. 

i 

""" 'll 1 ( _1_ - !..) :::; 7 J- YJ-1 Y; 

j 

:::; {1 yP-2dy = _1_• 
la p-1 

(3.3.3) 

So we get 11 < oo. Similar to the discussion of II, we can also prove that III < oo. 

About IV, 

IV 
.l. + _1_ + .1. .l. - _1_ 

""".V ,p 12 x, x,_, YJ . x; X;-1 
= .L, Xl-111J-1 cos 2 sm 2 

t,J 

.l. + _1_ + _2_ .l. - _1_ 

2 Xt; Xi-1 Yj-1 • Xi; :t:i-1 lp 
- COS z SW 

2 
.l. - _1_ .l. + _1_ + .1. .l. + _1_ + _2_ 

= 2P'"' __ '/} ,.p I . :q :Ci-1 lP I X; Xj-1 Vj X; Xi-1 '/Jj-1 lP L.- x;_1111 _ 1 sm 
2 

· cos 
2 

-cos 
2 t,J 

.l.- _1_ 

= 2Pl::xf-1Y%-1Isin X; 2 X;-1 r 
t,J 

22p-2 

:o; (p-1)2' 

following from a similar argument as in {3.3.3}. So the function f(x, y) = xysin(~ + t), 
0 < x, y :<;; 1, f(O, y) = f(x, 0) = f(O, 0) = 0, is of bounded p, 1-variation for any p > 1. 

Moreover, from the above proof, we can see for this function f(x,y) on (x,y) E [0,81] x 

[0, 82], its p, 1-variation tends to 0 when either 81 or 82 decreases to 0. 0 
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§3.4 Two-parameter p,q-variation Path Integrals 

We say a function I ( x, y) has a jump at ( x 1, yl) if there exists an e > 0 such that for 

any fJ > 0, there exists (x2,y2) satisfying max{lxl- x2l, IY1- Y21} < fJ and ll(x2,Y2)

l(xi,Y2)- j(x2,yi) + l(xl,Yl)l >e. For a function G(x,y) of bounded !1!1, >lt1-variation, 

for any given e > 0, it is easy to see that there exists a fJ(c) > 0 and a finite number of 

jump points {(xb y1), · · ·, (xn, Ym,)} such that IG(x, y)- G(x, y)- G(x, y) +G(x, ii)l < c 

whenever max{lx-xl, IY-YI} < o(c), [x,x] n{xl, 00 0 ,xn,} = 0 and [y, y]n{y!, 00 0
, Ymo} = 

0. Denote Ho X H0 := {xi,oo·,Xn0 } X {Yi,oo·,ym0}. In the following, we assume the 

following finite large jump condition: for any c > 0, there exists at most finite many points 

{ XJ, · · · , Xn1}, {Yi, · 00 
, Ym1} and a constant o (c) > 0 such that the total !1!1, >It 1-variation 

of G on [x, X + 0) X [y1
, y11

) is smaller than c if [x, X + fJj n { XJ, oo · , Xn1 } = 0, and the total 

P1, >lt1-variation of G on [x', x''] x [y, y+a] is smaller than c: if [y, y+a) n{yb · 00
, Ym1 } = 0. 

Denote H x H' := {x1, · 00
, Xn1} x {y~, 00 

·, Ym1}. It is obviously that H x H'::) Ho x H0. 
There are many examples of bounded P 1, >It1-variation functions that satisfy the finite 

large jump condition. But it is not clear whether or not the bounded !1!1, >It1-variation 

condition implies automatically the finite large jump condition in the two parameter case 

although this is true in the one parameter case. 

For the partition E x E', denote by m( E x E') the mesh of the partition. 

We need the following simple inequalities: Let 1 be a nonnegative and nondecreasing 

function, then 

(3.4.1) 

and for any v ::": 1, 

fzp-11(~) ~ f I(~)~ f ZPI(;P), 
p=v m=2v-1+1 p=v-1 

(3.4.2) 

if the series 2:::;'=1 I(~) is convergent. These inequalities were also used in the proof of 

Young's main results. We listed them here only for the purpose to make the proof of the 

following theorem easier to understand. The proof is elementary and omitted. 

First, if F(x, y) is a simple function, say 

M M' 

F(x,y) = L:;L:;F(xi-l>Yj-tl1{•<-•<x$x;,y;-•<v$v;)• 
i=l j=l 

as normal we can see that the integral of the simple function can be defined as 

l x" 1"" 
x' y' 

F(x, y)dx,yG(x, y) 
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N N' 
= L L F(xi-1, Yi-1) (G(x;, Yi)- G(x;-!, Yi)- G(x;, Yi-1) + G(x;-1, Yi-1)) · 

i=l j=l 

Theorem 3.4.1 Let F(x, y) be a continuous function for which there exist continuous 

increasing functions w(x), x(y) and such that for any x1,x2 E [x',x"], Yl>Y2 E [y',y"], 

(3.4.3) 

Let G(x, y) be of bounded P1, l¥1-variation in (x, y) and satisfy the finite large jump condi

tion, where \II1, P1 are as at the beginning of Section 3.2. If there exist increasing concave 

functions 11 and u subject to 11(u)u(u) = u such that 

1 1 1 1 L !l['P(-)]u[,P(- )]'Pl[-7/>1 (-)] < oo, (3.4.4) 
m,nn m nm 

then the integral 

1~"1y" :c' 11' 
F(x, y)dx,yG(x, y) 

N N' 

lim LLF(x;-!,Yj-!)b;bjG 
m(ExE')-tO i=l j=l 

(3.4.5) 

is well defined using the partitions E x E' of [x', x"J x [y', y"J which include the finite sets 

H x H' defined above, i.e. for any given c > 0, we can determine finite sets H and H' of 

variables x and y respectively such that 

lx" ly" N N' 
I F(x,y)dxyG(x,y)- LLF(Xi-l>Yj-l)b;bpl <e. 

x' Y' , i=l j==l 

Proof: For any paxtition Ex E' := {x' = xo <X! < · · · < XN = x", y' = Yo < Yl < · · · < 
YN' = y"}, consider 

then 

N N' 

FE,E•(x,y) := L L F(x;-!, Yj-l)l(x,_,~x<•~oY;-l~Y<Y;}> 
i=1 j=l 

S(E,E') l
x" y" 

.- Sp(E,E') := 1 FE,E•(x,y)dx,yG(x,y) 
x' y' 

N N' 

= L L F(x;-1, Yi-!)b;bjG. 
i==l j=l 

From the assumption ofF, 

IF(xk, y)- F(xk-1> y)i $ <p(w(xk)- w(xk-d), k = 1,2, · · ·, N, 

IF(x,yt)- F(x,Yt-1)1 :<0 ..P(x(Y!)- x(Yt-1)), l = 1, 2, · · ·, N'. 
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Obviously, if YJ-1::; y < YJ, j = 1, · · · ,N', 

!FE,E'(Xk,Y)- FE,E'(Xk-bY)! 

= !F(xk,YJ-1)- F(xk-1,Yj-1)l 

::; cp(w(xk)- w(xk_l)), k = 1, 2, · · ·, N, 

and if Xi-l:::; X< Xi, i = 1, · · · ,N, 

IFE,E'(x,yt)- FE,E'(X,Yt-1)1 

= JF(Xi-l>Yl)- F(Xi-1,YH)J 

::; .P(x(Yl)- X(Yt-d), l = 1,2, .. ·,N'. 

Let P := w(x"), Q := x(y"). Because w and x are both continuous increasing functions, 

we can define a sequence of finite sets Ep := { x' = xo < X1 < · · · < X2• = x"} such that 

w(XH1) - w(x;) = 2-P P, i = 0, · · ·, 2P; E~ := {y' = Yo < Y1 < · · · < Y2< = y"} such that 

x(YJ+1)- X(YJ) = 2-qQ, j = 0, .. ·, 2q. It's easy to see Ep c Ep+1, E~ c E~+l· We will 

prove our theorem in four steps. 

Step 1: Note 

S(Ep+l• E~+I) - S(Ep, E~+l) - S(Ep+l, E~) + S(Ep, E~) 

= I: I: [F(xi-bYJ-d~;~jG 
i=1,3,5···,2PH-l j=l,3,5 ... ,2qH_t 

+F(xi-1> YJ)~i~J+1G + F(x;, YJ)~H1~j+1G + F(x;, YJ-1)~H1~jG 

-F(x;-1> YJ-1) ( G(xi+b YJ)- G(xi-1> YJ) 

-G(xi+1, YJ-1) + G(xi-1> YJ-1)) 

-F(xi-1> YJ) ( G(xi+l, YJH)- G(xi+t. YJ) 

-G(xi-bYj+l) + G(xi-l>YJ)) 

-F(xi-b YJ-1)( G(x;, YJ+1)- G(xi-1> YJ+!) 

-G(x;, YJ-1) + G(xi-1> YJ-1)) 

-F(x;, YJ-1)( G(xi+t. YJ+1)- G(xi+t. YJ-1)- G(x;, YJ+1) + G(x;, YJ-1)) 

+F(x;-t, YJ-1) ( G(xi+1> YJ+1) - G(xi+1, YJ-1) 

-G(x;-1, YJ+1) + G(x;-t, YJ-d) l 
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= L L (6.;6.;F)(6.;+1Aj+1G). 
i=1,3,5···,2P+l-1 j=l,3,5···,2q+l-l 

Because 

IA;A;FI ~ IF(x;,y;)- F(xi-t.Y;)I + IF(x;,Y;-1)- F(Xi-1,Yj-1)1 

~ 2<p(T(p+l) P) ~ 2C<p(rP P), 

and also 

IA;A;FI ~ IF(x;, Y;)- F(x;, YH)I + IF(x;-t, Y;)- F(xi-!,YJ-1)1 

~ 21/>(T(q+l)Q) ~ w.p(rqQ), 

it is easy to see 

for any increasing concave functions Q, a satisfying Q(u)a(u) = u. 

For the function G, let M be its total if>" w1-variation, then 

It is trivial to see that, 

As 'i't is convex, so 

It turns out from (3.4.8) and (3.4.9) that 

IJ!, (2-q~~<I>1(I6.;6.;GI)) ~ 2-qM. 

This leads to 
2q 2P 

2-qLL<i>1(I6.;6.;GI) ~ •P1(2-qM). 
j=l i=l 

This is equivalent to 

2q 2P 

2-p2-q L L <I>,(I6.;6.jGI) ~ 2-P,h(2-q M). 
j=l i=l 
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But, by the convexity of <I>t. we have 

2-p2-•~~<I>1(Ib;bjGI) :::: <I>1 (rPr•~~lb;bjGI). 
So it follows from (3.4.12) and (3.4.13) that 

Therefore, 

So 

2q 2P 

TP2-q L L lb;bjGI :;:; 'P1 (2-p•/>1(2-q M)). 
j=l i=l 

2q 2P 

L L /b;bjGJ :;:; 2P+q'P1 (2-P?f1 (2-q M)). 
j==l i=l 

By the same method, one can see that 

(3.4.13) 

(3.4.14) 

(3.4.15) 

(3.4.16) 

(3.4.17) 

Therefore, it follows from (3.4.6), (3.4.7) and (3.4.17) that there exists K > 0 such that 

IS(Ep+l, E~+tl- S(Ep+l• E~)- S(Ep, E~+1 ) + S(Ep, E~)~ 
:5 K2P+•'P1 (2-P,p1 (2-• M) )e[<p(P2-P)Ja[,P( Q2-•)]. 

Step 2: Let's prove that 

lim S(E + Ep, E' + E~) - S(Ep, E~) = 0. 
p,q-+oo (3.4.18) 

Denoting by xz, l = 0,1, ... ,£ (Yn, n = 0,1, ... ,£') the distinct points of Ep (E~) in 

increasing order, and by Xi-1,;, i = 0, 1, .. ·, Mz (Yn-1,j, j = 0, 1, .. ·,M~) those of E + Ep 

(E' + E~) lying in the interval Xl-1 :0; X :5 X! (Yn-1 :0; Y :;:; Yn) with X!-1,0 = X!-b X!-1,M1 = 
Xz (Yn-1,0 = Yn-ltYn-l,Mft = Yn), we have 

S(E + Ep, E' + E~) - S(Ep, E~) 

= (S(E + Ep, E' + E~)- S(E + Ep, E~)) + (S(E + Ep, Eq)- S(Ep, E~)) 
L Ml L1 MJ.. 

= L L L L { [F(xz-1,i-1, Yn-1J-1)- F(xz-1,i-1• Yn-d] 
l=l i=l n=l j==l 
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+[F(x!-I,i-l,Yn-1)- F(xz-1, Yn-t)) }{ G(x!-t,;, Yn-IJ) 

-G(xl-l,i-1> Yn-t,j)- G(xz-t,;, Yn-lJ-!) + G(xl-l,i-1> Yn-l,j-1)} 

:$ 4NIN2[1/J(T•Q) +cp(2-•P)] -max)G) 

----+ 0, as p, q ---+ oo. 

Here N1, N2 denote the number of points of E +Eo, E' + E0, respectively. 

x, so 
Step 3: Let F(x, y) vanish for x = x' identically in y, and for y = y' identically in 

FEo,E•(x,y) = F(x',y) = 0, FE,E0(x,y) = F(x,y1
) = 0, 

FE0 ,E0(x,y) = F(x',y') = o. 

If this is so, note that S(E, E') = SFE,E' (E + Ep, E' + E~), then from Step 2, Step 1 and 

(3.4.1), 

jS(E, E')j 

= jS(E, E')- S(Eo, E')- S(E, E0) + S(Eo, E0)j 
= 1 •. ¥Too [sFE,E'(E + Ev,E' + E~)- SFE.E'(Ep,E~) + BFE,E'(Ev,E~) 

-SpE.E' (Eo, E~)- SFE,E' (Ep, E&) + SFE,E'(Eo, Eo)] I 
= I •. ¥-Too [sFE,E'(Ep, E~)- SpE,E'(Eo, E~)- SFE.E' (Ep, E0) 

+SFE,E' (Eo, Eo) ll 
00 

= 12: [sFE,E'(Ev+I,E~+I)- sFE,E'(Ev+t,E~) 
p,q=O 

-SpE,E' (Ep, E~+l) + SpE,E' (E., E~) ll 
00 

::; 2: Kz•+•o[cp(P2-•)]a[,P(Qr•)]cpt (z-•,pl (z-• M)) 

00 p Q 1 1 
:$ 4K 2: o[cp(-))a[,P(- ))cp1( -•h( -M)). 

m,n=l n m n m (3.4.19) 

Let Fx•,y•(x,y) := F(x,y) -F(x', y)-F(x, y')+F(x',y') and replace F(x,y) by Fx•,y'(x, y) 

for x' :$ x :$ x", y' :$ y :$ y''. This alteration doesn't affect double difference of F. 

Therefore we may suppose that F(x, y) vanishes identically on the lines x = x' and y = y' 
as above. 

Step 4: We determine a set of finite points Hv x Hv' := {x' = xo < x1 < · · · <XL= 

x", y' = Yo < Yl < .. · < YL' == y"}, where L :$ 2 · 2", L' ::;; 2 · 2"', such that in the rectangle 
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[x1-1 +o,x;-o] x [Yk-1 +o, Yk-o], \Cl.;Cl.JGI < c(v, v') for any 0 < o ~ ! min{min~~~~L{x;
x;-l},minl~l~L'{Yl-YI-1}}. Moreover, in the interval [x',x"] X [Yk-1 +o, Yk-5], x(Yk-o)

X(Yk-1 + o) ~ Q · 2-v', the total .P1, 'liJ- variation of G is at most M· 2-v'; in the interval 

[xl-l +o, x;-o] x [y', y"], w(x1-o) -w(Xl-l +o) :S P· 2-v and the total .P1-variation of Gin 

x for the given partition of H~ of [y',y"J is at most 2-"L'•h(-};M). Here, the first and the 

third statements are obvious, and the second statement follows from the finite large jump 

condition. The last one can be seen by observing that L;f~1 ili1 (L:i;,1 .P1 (IC>.;Cl.jGI)) ~ M 

is equivalent to L;f~1 L:f=l .PI(\Cl.;Cl.jGI) ~ L'•h(pM). More generally, for any partition 

E = {xi,x2, ···,xi,}, we have 2:;~1 L;J~1 .Pl(\C!.:Cl.;GI) :S L'<h(pM). Here c,.:c,.p is the 

double increment of G on (x:_1, x:J x (YJ-!, YJ)· We can make E include Hv among their 

points of divisions and let E1-1 = {xl-1,J,Xl-l,2 , .. • ,Xl-l,N,_,} denote all the points in E 

falling into the interval (xz-1, xl) (l = 1, 2, · · ·, L). We can certainly make 

N1-1 L' l 
L L .PI(IC!.z-l,it>.JGI) ~ 2-v L'..P1 ( L'M), (3.4.20) 
i=l j=l 

where Cl./_ 1,;CljG is the double increment of G on (x/_1,;_1,x/_1,1) x (Yj-t.YJ). In fact 

E1-1 can be any partition of [x1-1 + o, x1 - o] for any sufficiently small o > 0. 

We need to prove that for any c > 0, 

!S(D, D')- S(D, D')! < £, (3.4.21) 

as long as D x D', and D x D' include Hv x Hv'· Observe that 

!S(D, D')- S(D, D')! 

~ IS(D,D')- S(D,D')! + \S(ii,D')- S(D,D')! 
x" y" 

~ 11 { (Fvii•- Ftw)dx,yG(x,y)! 
x' }yt ' ' 

1
x" y" 

+I •' fu, (Fn,v•- Fv,D')dx,yG(x,y)\. (3.4.22) 

First, since Fb,ii• - FD,D' vanishes identically in x, when y = Yk-t. from Step 3 and 

(3.4.1), (3.4.2), and the concavity of 12> a, <p, '1/J, 'PI and ..p1, we obtain for any sufficiently 

small o > 0, 

IS(ii, D')- S(D, D')! 

~ t 11~" [Y•-5 (FiJ,ii•- Fv,v•)dx,yG(x, y)l 
k=l X }Yk-1 +6 

L' oo p 2-v' Q 1 1 ' 
~ L:;4K L l?[<p(-)]a['!f;(-)]'Pl[-'1/Jl(-2-v M)] 

k=l m,n=l n m n m 
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L' oo oo 

:'> L 4K L L [J[cp(p )]2•a['lj;(z-(v'+q)Q)]cpt[.!.'lj;l (2-(v'+q) M)] 
k=l n=l q=D n n 

= L'4K f f e[cp(p )]2-v'+•a['lj;(2-•Q)]cpt[.!:_'I/Jt(T•M)J 
n n n=lq=v' 

:'> l6K f f e[cp(P )]a['lj;( Q )]'Pt[.!:.'I/Jt( 2:..M)] 
n m n m n=l m=z~/-1+1 

00 00 
1111 :o; l6K(P V 1)(Q V l))(M V 1) L L e[cp( -)]u['lj;(-)]'Pth9t( -)] 
n m n m n=l m=2v'-1+1 

:'> C:v•, (3.4.23) 

where Cv' -+ 0, as v' -+ oo. 

Second, since FD,D' - Fn,n• vanishes identically in y, when x = X!-l· From the 

discussion above and (3.4.20), we know for any partition Ep = {xt, x2, .. ·, x2.} of [Xt-l + 
o, X!- o], and any partition Eql = {Yt. Y2, · .. , Y2d of [y', y11], (3.4.11) bacomes 

2' 2P 

z-•LL<l>t(JlliflJGJ) :'> 2-"'I/Jt(2-•M). 
j=l i==l 

(3.4.24) 

So from Step 3 and (3.4.1), (3.4.2), 

ll
x,-

5 1"" (FD,D'- Fn,n• )dx,yG(x, Y)l 
Xt-1+0' Y1 

oo 2-vp Q 2-v 1 
:'> 4K L: e[cp(-)]u['lj;(-)]cpt[-'1/Jt(-M)] 

m,n=l n m n m 

:'> 4K f f2•e[cp(z-(v+q)P)]a['lj;(Q)]'Pt[2-(v+q)'I/Jt(2:_M)] 
m=lq=O m m 

= 4K2-v f f2•e[cp(2-•P)Ja['lj;(Q)]cpt[T•'Ij;t(2:_M)J 
m=lq=v m m 

:'> SKz-v f f e[cp(P)]a[?,b(Q)]'Pt[.!:.'I/Jt(2:..M)]. 
n m n m m=l n::::::zv-1+1 

And also from the concavity of e, a, cp, 'lj;, 'PI and 'lj;1, it turns out that 

JS(D,D')- S(D,D')I 

:'> t llx'-
5 1~" (FD,D'- Fn,n• )dx,yG(x, y)l 

l=l Xt-1+6 Y 

:'> 16K f f e['P(p)Jaf'lj;(Q)]cpt[.!:_'lj;t(2:_M)] 
m::: I n=zv-1+1 n m n m 
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0000 1111 
$ 16K(PV1)(Qv1))(MV1) L L Q[rp(-)]a[,P(-)]rp1[-7/>1(-)] 

n m n m m= I n==2v-1+1 

$ <=v, (3.4.25) 

where £v -+ 0, as v --+ oo. 

Thus we can get (3.4.21) from (3.4.22), (3.4.23) and (3.4.25), as v, v' --> oo, which 

means S(D, D') is a Oauchy sequence, so lim S(D, D') exists. In the following, we 
m(DxD1)--tO 

show the limit is unique. For this, let D1 x D\, D2 x D~ be two arbitrary partitions of 

[x', x"] x [y', y"] including H x H'. From the above we know, 

Therefore, 

IS(D1 U D2, D\ U D~) - S(D1, D;)l --> 0, as m(D1 x D;) --> 0, 

IS(D1 u D2,D\ U D~)- S(D2, D~)l --> 0, as m(D2 x D~)--> 0. 

lim S(D1, D\) = lim S(D2, D;) 
m(D1xDJ)--tO m(D2 xD~)--tO 

= lim S(D1 UD2,D\ uD~), 
m(D1xD]),m(D2XD2)--tO 

that is to say, lim S(D, D') is unique, and we define it as 
m(DxD1 )--tO 

J•" rY" ( ) •' Jy' F x, y)dx,yG(x, y . So we proved our theorem. 0 

In the following when we say an integral is well defined if it is in the sense of Theorem 

3.4.1. The following convergence theorem plays an important role in establishing !to's 

formnla: 

Theorem 3.4.2 Assume Fk(x,y) and F(x, y) are continuous functions and satisfy (3.4.3) 

and for Fk uniformly ink; G(x,y) and Gk(x,y) are of bounded <l>1, "if!1-variation in 

(x, y) uniformly ink and satisfy the finite large jump condition, where <P1 , ifl1 are convex 

functions. If there exist increasing concave junctions I!; and a; subject to Q;(u)a;(u) = u, 

i=1,2, and a positive number 8 > 0 such that 

L 111[rp( .!,)]al[.p( ..!:_ )JrpF [.!,7/>1 ( ..!:_ )] 
m,n n m n m 

+ L Q2[rp((.!, )rh)]a2[7/>(..!:.. )]rp1[.!,7f1(..!:.. )] < oo, 
m,n n m nm 

(3.4.26) 

or 

1 1 1 1 1 L 1!1 [rp( -)]al[.p(-)]rpfi" [-7/>l (-)] 
m,n n m n m 

1 1 1 1 1 + L1!2[rp(-)]a2[7/>((-)m)]l"l[-7/>l(-)] < oo, 
m,n n m nm 

(3.4.27) 
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and let Fk(x, y) --> F(x, y), Gk(x, y) ---+ G(x, y) ask ---+ oo uniformly in (x, y). Then we 

have 

r" [Y" Fk(x,y)dx,yGk(x,y)---+ {"" [Y" F(x,y)dx,yG(x,y), 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

(3.4.28) 

when k --> eo. 

Proof: First note that from Theorem 3.4.1 under the above assumptions, the integral 

I:." I{ Fk(x, y)dx,yGk(x, y) and I;" IJ." F(x, y)dx,yG(x, y) are all well defi~ed. It's easy 

to see that 

1 (1x" ly" 1x" ly" ) -
2 

Fk(x,y)dx,yGk(x,y)- F(x,y)dx,yG(x,y) 
a:' y' :t' y' 

a;ll y" 1 
- { { Fk(x, y)dx,y-

2
(Gk(x, y)- G(x, y)) 

Jx' }y' 
x" y" 1 

+ f f -
2

(Fk(x,y) -F(x,y))dx,yG(x,y). lx' }y' 

We study ! of the integral only for convenience in what follows. First consider the integral 
x"y" ) )) Ix• Iv' Fk(x,y dx,y(Gk(x,y)- G(x,y . Note there exist constant Pt.Qt.MbM2 > 0, 

which are independent of k such that for any partition E x E'defined before 

(3.4.29) 

(3.4.30) 

For the small o > 0 given in condition (3.4.26), from the convexity of 4'>1 and 1Ji1 and 

Gk -+ G when k-+ oo, we have 

N' (N ) j;i 1Ji1 tr 4'>r(lb;Aj~(Gk- G) I I+') 

= ~ IJir (~ 1'>1 (ib;l.\i~(Gk - G)l
6 ·ib;.t>i~(Gk -G) I)) 

:::; ~ 1Ji1 (~ j.t>;.t>j~(Gk- G)j
6

4'>r (i.t.;.t>+Gk- G) I)) 

:::; ~IJir (m:uc lb;.t>i~(Gk- G) I'~ 4'>r (ib;l.\i~(Gk- G) I)) 

:::; ~m;ucl.t.;Aj~(Gk- G)I
6

1Jir (~4'>rGIA;b;Gkl + ~IA;A;GI)) 
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:::; n;~x l~i~j(Gk- G) I'~ 1Ji1 (~ G<I>1 (l~i~jGkl) + ~<I>1 (l~i~jGI))) 
:::; e1(k)M, 

where e1(k) --> 0 ask--> oo, and M is a constant independent of k. If we define 

N N' 

S(E,E') = LLFk(X;-1,Yj-1)( ~.~j(Gk- G)), 
i=l j=l 

and similar to (3.4.19), let P1 := w(x"), Q1 := x(y"), by dominated convergence theorem 

to the infinite series, 

IS(E,E')i:::; 4KL£>1['P(P1 )]<r1[..P(Q 1 )]cpJh[~•h( 2"1 (k) M)j--> 0, ask--> oo, 
m,n. n m n m 

1 

as the series I: el[cp(~)]<rl[.,P(;!.)JcpttJ[~..P1(;k)J < oo. This implies ask--> oo, 
m,n 

(3.4.31) 

x" " For the second integral fx• Jff. (Fk(x,y)-F(x, y))dx,yG(x, y), we can use a similar method 
to prove 

x" y" 
lim f f (Fk(x,y)- F(x,y))dx,yG(x,y) = 0. 

k-HX> 1 x' J y 1 

For this, we note from the assumption there is a J > 0 such that, 

q,l+O(i~(Fk- F)(x;,y)- ~(Fk- F)(x;-1,Y)i) 

:::; mf'<I>'(i~(Fk- F)(x;,y)- ~(Fk- F)(xi-i>Yli) · 

<I>(~IFk(x;,y)- Fk(x;-1, y)i + ~IF(x;, y)- F(x;-1> y)i) 

:::; e2(k)(w(x;)- w(x;-1)) 

:::; e2(k)P1o 

(3.4.32) 

where e2(k) --> 0, as k --> oo, and P1 is a constant independent of k. So under the 

assumption I: £12['P((~)rh)]<r2[..P(;k)Jcp1 [~..P1(;k)J < oo, we can prove (3.4.32) using the 
m,n 

same argument in proving (3.4.31). Therefore under assumption (3.4.26), we prove the 

desired result. The proof is similar under the assumption (3.4.27). <> 

Remark 3.4.1 From the proof we can easily see that under the condition that there exist 

two functions e and <T subject to e( u )<r( u) = u and a small number J > 0 such that 

1 1 1 1 1 :L e[cp(-JJ<r[..PC- ll'PF[-•hC-ll < oo. (3.4.33) 
m,n n m n m 
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Then as k --> eo, 

1x" 1y" 1"" 1y" F(x, y)dx,yGk(x, y)--> F(x, y)dx,yG(x,y). 
x' y1 x' y' 

(3.4.34) 

Similarly, under the condition that there exist two functions{! and a subject to e(u)a(u) = 

u and a small number J > 0 such that 

1 1 1 1 1 
I:e['P((-)m)]o[.,P(-)]'Pr[->h(-)] <eo, 
m,n n m n m (3.4.35) 

or 

1 1 1 1 1 
I: e[<p(- )]a[,P((-) m)]<p1[->/lr(-)] < eo. 
m,n n m n m (3.4.36) 

Then as k --> eo, 

1x" 1"" 1"" 1"" Fk(X, y)dx,yG(x,y)--> F(x,y)dx,yG(x, y). 
x' ~ ~ ~ 

(3.4.37) 

It is easy to see that in the definition of J;" J{ F(x, y)dx,yG(x, y), one can take 

F(x;, Y;) instead of F(x;-r, Y;-r) in (3.4.5). One can also prove the convergence of (3.4.5) 

in this case and denote the integral by f.~" J{ F(x, y)d;,yG(x, y), the backward integral. 

In general, this should be different from J;" J{ F(x,y)dx,yG(x,y). But under slightly 

stronger conditions than those in Theorem 3.4.1, as in the one-parameter case, these two 

integrals equal. This result is proved in the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.4.1 Assume Fk(x, y) and F(x, y) are continuous functions and satisfy 

{3.4.3) and for Fk uniformly ink; G(x, y) and Gk(x, y) are of bounded <Pr, >Vr-variation 

in {x, y) uniformly in k and satisfy the finite large jump condition, where <1>
1

, IJ!
1 

are 

convex functions as above. If there exist increasing concave functions (} and a subject to 

(}(u)a(u) = u and a positivea > 0 such that one of the following two conditions is satisfied 

{i} F(x, y) is continuous in x and 

1 1 1 1 1 
I:l}[<p((-)m)]a[,P(-)]<pr[->/Jr(-)] < oo, 
m,n n m n m 

{ii} F(x, y) is continuous in y and 

1 1 1 1 1 
I: l}[<p(- )Ja[,P((-) m)]<p1 [ ->f;1 (-)] < oo. 
m,nn m nm 

Then 

1•" 1y" 1"" 1y" F(x, y)dx,yG(x,y) = F(x, y)d;,yG(x, y). 
:r;' v' x' 11' 
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Proof: We only prove the result when condition (i) is satisfied. Write 

N N' 

S(E, E
1

) = L L F(xi-1> Yi-1)~i~iG, 
i=l j=l 

N N' 

S*(E,E1
) = LLF(x;,yi)~;~jG. 

i=lj=l 

Here E and E 1 are the same as before. Denote 

- 1 2 F6,p(x,y)=F(x+6 ,y+o )-F(x,y). 

Set Ox,_, = x;- Xi-1, Oy;_1 = Yi- Yi-1· Then 

N N' 
* I I "'"'1-s (E, E)- S(E, E) = 2 L.J L.J 2F;.,_,,6v;-' (xi-1 1 Yi-1)~i~iG. 

i=lj=l 

Note from the assumptions, there is a 6 > 0 such that 

q;t+o (14[Fo.,,;,;_1 (x;, Yi-1)- F;.,_,,6,;_
1 
(x;-I, Yi-1)1/) 

:o; ll}:J"q;' GI[F(xi+b Yi)- F(x;, Yi-dJ- [F(x;,yi)- F(x;-I, Yi-1)11) 

il>(I4[F(xH1> Yi)- F(x;, Yi)J- 4[F(x;, Yi-d- F(x;-1,Yi-1)JI) 

:o; ll}:J"q;' GI[F(xi+b Yi)- F(x;, Yi)J- [F(x;, Yi-d- F(x;-I, Yi-1)11) 

il>(41F(xi+1> Yi)- F(x;,yi)l + 41F(x;, Yi-1)- F(x;-1, Yi-1)1) 

:o; t:(E,E')(w(xHd- w(x;-1)) 

:o; t:(E, E1)P, 

where c(E, E1
) -+ 0, when m(E, E1

) -+ 0 and P := w(x") is a constant. Therefore following 

(3.4.19), we see that 

IS*(E, E1
)- S(E, E1)1 

N N' 

= I L: L: i',.,_, ·'·j-1 (Xi-!, Yi-1)~i~iGI 
i=l j=l 

S 8K m~1 !?[cp((2t:(E~E~)P)r.h)J<7[,P(~)jcp1(~,P1(~M)) 
-+ 0, as t:(E, E1

) -+ 0, 

where Q := x(y''). Therefore 

S*(E, E1
) - S(E, E1

) -+ 0 as t:(E, E') -+ 0. 
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That is to say, 

("" [Y" F(x, y)dx,yG(x, y) = fx" iy" F(x, y)d;,yG(x, y). 
lx' }y' Jx 1 y' 

0 

From Theorem 3.4.1 we can easily generalize it to the multi-parameter integral. 

Definition 3.4.1 Let E, X .. • X En = {a, = x~ < xj < .. · < x{"' = b,, .. ·,an = 

x~ < x~ < · · · < x{[n = bn} be an arbitrary partition of [a~, b1] X ···[an, bn]· We call 

G(x~, · · · ,xn) is of bounded w~, · · ·, Wn-variation in (x~, · · · ,xn), if 

(3.4.38) 

We say a function f(x,, .. · ,xn) has a jump at (x~, .. · ,x~) ifthereeldstsanc > Osuch 

that for any o > 0, there exists (xl, .. · ,x~) satisfying ma:x{lx~-xjj, · .. , jx~ -x~l} < o and 

l~xg,x~, · · ·, ~xy,xjfl >c. For a function G(x~, · · ·, xn) of bounded w~, · · ·, Wn-variation, 

for any given c > 0, it is easy to see that there exists a o(c) > 0 and a finite number of jump 

points {(xl, .. ·, x~), .. ·, (x;."', .. ·, x::'•)} such that l~x.,x., .. ·, ~x"x' Gl < c whenever 

ma:x{jx, - x,j, ... , lxn - Xnl} < o(e), [x;,x;] n {xL ... , x::''} = 0 for all i = 1, 2, ... , n. 

Denote Hw X··· X Hno := {xl,···,xf1} x ···X {xA,···,x~n}. In the following, we 

assume the following finite large jump condition: for any e > 0, there exists at most finite 
1 m' ' 

many points {x1, .. • ,x1 
1 
}, .. ·, {x~, .. · ,x::'"} and a constant o(e) > 0 such that for each 

i = 1,2, · .. ,n, thetotalw~, · · ·, Wn-variation ofG on [x},xf] x · · · [x;,x;+o] x · · · x [x~,x~] 
~ ~ is smaller than eif[x;,x;+o]n{xl, .. · ,x, '} = 0. Denote H1 x .. · xHn := {xl, .. ·,x

1 
'}x 

···X {x~, · · · ,x::':.}. It is obvious that H, x ···X Hn:) H10 X··· X Hno· 

Similarly we can define m(E1 xE2 x· · · xEn) as in Theorem 3.4.1 and get the theorem 
for multi-parameter integral. 

Theorem 3.4.3 Let F(x,, · · ·, xn) be a continuous function and there exists continuous 

functions w; ( x) such that, 

(3.4.39) 

Here~ is the difference operator (see {1]} as follows, 

F( k·-1 ) - Xt,···,Xi-bXi' 1 Xi+1 1''' 1 Xn • 
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Let G(xb · · ·, Xn) be of bounded lJib · · ·, Wn-Variation in (xb · · ·, Xn) and satisfy the finite 

large jump condition, where 1Ji1, · · ·, Wn are convex functions. If there exist monotone 

increasing concave functions e1, • • ·, lln subject to 111 ( u) · · •IJn(u) = u such that 

(3.4.40) 

then the integral 

is well defined, as long as E1 x Ez X • • • x En include H1 x H2 x · · · x Hn. 
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Chapter 4 
Two-parameter Integrals of Local Times 

§4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 1 and 2, I gave the extension of Tanaka-Meyer's formula, which is a time

independent case. So how is about the time dependent case? Elworthy, Truman and Zhao 

[7] proved if f(t, x) = fh(t, x) + fv(t, x), where L'.- fn(t, x) and v- f(t,x) exist and are left 

continuous, and v- fv(t, x) is of locally bounded variation in x for a fixed t and of locally 

bounded variation in (t,x), then 

f(t,X(t))- f(O,X(O)) 

f' a- f' 
= Jo 0J(s, X(s))ds + Jo v- f(s, X(s))dX, 

+~ l L'.- fh(s, X(s))d <X>,+ 1: L,(x)dx v- fv(t, x) 

-j+oo f'L,(x)ds,xV-fv(s,x) a.s. 
-oo lo (4.1.1) 

where J:!::': Jt L,(x )ds,x v- fv ( s, x) is a space-thne Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral and needless 

to say, defined pathwise. El worthy-Truman-Zhao's formula was given in a very general 

form. It includes as special cases classical Ita's formula, Tanaka's formula, Meyer's formula, 

Azema-Jeulin-Knight-Yor's formula [2]. A special and earlier version of Elworthy-Truman

Zhao's formula was obtained by Peskir [38] independently. 

On the other hand, there are some works which define f~oo Jt v- f(s, x)ds,xL
8
(x) 

for a time dependent function f(s,x) using forward and backward integrals for Brownian 

motion in [9] and for semi-martingales other than Brownian motion in [10]. This integral 

was also defined in [42] as a stochastic integral with excursion fields, and in [?] through 

Ito's formula without assuming the reversibility of the semi-martingale which was required 

in [9]. Generally speaking, one expects stronger conditions for the pathwise existence of the 

integrals oflocal thnes. However, in the framework of Lebesgue integrals, locally bounded 

vartation in x for fixed t and locally bounded variation in ( t, x) are minimal conditions on 

v- f(t,x) to generate a measure, so it seems impossible to go beyond Elworthy-Truman

Zhao's formula. Chapter 3 gives a new condition on integral of two-parameters, in this 

chapter, I will define the integral J:::X, JJ v- f(s, x)ds,xLs(x) and then give an extension of 

Elworthy-Truman-Zhao's formula. We also give an example to use this formula. 
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§4.2 Two-parameter Integral of Local Times 

Assume that B = (B,)t;::o is a one-dimensional standard Brownian Motion, Lf is the 

local time of B, at x. From [25] (Section 3.6, Page 208), the local time of Brownian Motion 

Lf has the property of locally Holder continuous: for any exponent 'Y E (0, !J, T > 0, 

K > 0, there exists a P 0-a.s. positive random variable h(w) and a constant 6 > 0 such 
that 

PO 
[ 

,.., jL,(a,w)- L,(b,w)l •] 
1 w E "; sup :::; u = . 

0<1•-•1+1•-bl<h(w) it- sj"Y + la- bj"Y 
O~s,t$T,-K'5,a,b$K 

(4.2.1) 

Therefore immediately we can apply Theorem 3.4.1 to Brownian local time. 

In the following we can prove the continuous part of continuous semimartingale local 
time satisfies condition (3.4.3) in Theorem 3.4.1. 

Lemma 4.2.1 Let X, = M, + Vt be a continuous semimartingale, where M, is a local 

martingale and Vt is a process of locally bounded variation; Lf be the local time of X, 

at x and L,(x) be the continuous part (i.e. in {1.2.18}) of Lf. Then for any exponent 

"f E (0, !J, T > 0, N > 0 and almost all wE 11, there exist positive random variable h(w) 
and a constant 6 > 0 such that 

ILf(w)- LHw)l $6 (jC<M>, +Varro,tr(V))- (<M>. +Varro,sJ(V))j" + lx- Yl") ,(4.2.2) 

forO< lx-yl+l <M>,- <M>, I< h(w), 0:::; s,t:::; T, -N:::; x,y:::; N. Here 

V arro,t] (V) means the total variation of V. in [0, t]. 

Proof: First we recall (1.2.18), 

Lf = (X,- x)+- (Xo- x)+ -fo'l{x.>x)dM,- (Vt- Vo) 

.- cp(t, x) + J,(x)- (Vt- Vo). 

From the proof of Lemma 3. 7.5 in [25] (Page 221), we may choose a Brownian motion B 
for which we have the equations 

I,(x) := !o' l{X.>x)dMv = lo<M>t l{Y.>x)dBu 

r {T(s) 
H,(x) := Jo l{Y.>x)dBu = Jo l{X.>x)dMv, 

where T(s) := inf{t ::': 0; <M>t> s} is given in Theorem 3.4.6 (time-change for martin

. gales) in [25], Y. := XT(s)> for 0:::; s <<M>00 • We know that for an arbitrary constant k, 

there exists contant C such that, 
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So H8 (x) is jointly Holder continuous in (s,x) with exponent 'Y for any 'YE (0, !J, i.e. for 

almost all w E !1, there exist positive random variable h(w) and a constant o > 0 such 

that 

for 0 < lsz- stl + lx- Yl < h(w). It's easy to see I 1(x) = H.u.,(x), which leads to that 

for almost all w E !1, 

II.,(x)- Is, (y)l :'0 6(1 <M>s2 - <M>s, 17 + lx- yl7 ), 

for 0 < I <M>s2 - <M>., I+ lx- Yl < h(w). Moreover, 

lcp(sz,x)- cp(st,y)l :'0 2(I(Ms2 +V.,)- (M.,+ V.,)l + lx- yl) 

:-::; 2(1M.,- M., I+ IV.,- V., I+ lx- y/) 

:-::; o(l <M>s,- <M>., 17 + IVar[o,.,]v- Var[o,.,JVI7 + lx- Yl7 ), 

and 

IV.,- V., I :'0 1Var[o,s2JV- Var[o,s,JVI :'0 61Var[o,s2JV- Var[o,s,JVI7. 

Here Var[o,s] V means the total variation of V on [0, s]. Therefore we proved the desired 

result. <> 

In this section we will define f:Ooof~g(s,x)ds,xL';. First we can use Theorem 3.4.1 to 

define the integral f:Ooo J~ L';d8 ,xg(s, x) directly, for in fact in condition (3.4.3), w(s) = a* ( 
1 

<M>s +Var[o,sJV) and x(x) = o'ix are both increasing functions. 

Theorem 4.2.1 Assume g: [O,t] x R-+ R is of bounded il\1, >Jt1-variation in (s,x), i.e. 
l-1 m-1 

sup L >T!t( L !Pt(l~i~igl)) < oo for the partition we defined as before and satisfies 
ExE1 i=0 j=O 

the finite large jump condition. Then if there exist increasing concave functions (! and ~ 

subject to e(u)~(u) = u such that for 'YE (0, !) 

2: e[( .!pJ~[(..!:.. Fl'Pt( .!...pt(..!:..)) < oo, (4.2.3) 
n,mn m nm 

the integro! 

{"" f' £;d8 ,xg(s,x) 
1-oolo 

l-1 m-1 

= lim 2: 2: L(sj,Xi)(g(sj+l,xi+1)- g(si+l•x;) 
m(ExE')-o i=O j=O 

-g(sj, Xi+t) + g(s;, x;)) 

is well defined for almost all wE !1 in the sense of Theorem .'/.4.1. 
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Proposition 4.2.1 Assume g: [0, t] x R-> R is of bounded p, q-variation, i.e. 
l-1 (m-1 ) q 

:~~. ;~o 1~0 !D.;D.;g!P < oo, where p, q 2: 1, 2q + 2 > 3pq and satisfies the finite large 

jump condition, then the integral 

reo f' L~d.,.g(s,x) l-oo Jo 
lim LL(sj,X;)(g(Bj+J,Xi+J)- g(Sj+J,Xi) 

m(ExE')--+0 .. . , 
-g(s;, Xi+J) + g(s;, x;)) 

is well defined in the sense of Theorem 3.4.1. 

(4.2.5) 

Proof: For any p, q 2: 1 satisfying 2q + 2 > 3pq, we have 2(1 - ;) < f. - 1. Therefore 

there exists a number a such that 2(1 - tl < a < f. - 1. This implies that ~ + t > 1 

and 12" + ;. > 1. So there exists 0 < "! < ~ such that a7 + t > 1 and (1 - ah + P~ > 1. 

Take e(u) = u" and a(u) = u1-", then it is easy to see that 

Le[(.!. FJa[( .!_ FJ(.!. ); ( .!_ );!; < oo. 
n,mn mnm 

Therefore the integral (4.2.5) is well defined. 

After defining the integral f::"oo f~ L,(x)d,,xg(s, x), let's study the integral 
00 t -f-oofog(s,x)d,,xL'ff. Note 

l-1 m-1 

L L g(s;,x;) [L.H,(XH1)- L,1(xH1)- L,i+l (x;) + L,1(x;)] 
i=O j=O 

l m l m-1 

= LLg(s;-bxi-!)L,;(x;)- L L g(sj,XH)L81 (x;) 
i=l j=l i=l j=O 

l-1 m l-1 m-1 

- LLB(•;-1,X;)L,1(x;) + L L g(s;,x;)L,1(x;) 
i=O j=l i=O j=O 

l m 

= LL L,1(x;) [g(s;,x;)- g(sj,Xi-1)- g(s;-bxi) + g(s;-l>"'i-1)] 
i=l j=l 

l 

- L [g(O,x;-1)Lo(x;)- g(t,x;-1)L,(x;)] 
i=l 
m 

- L [g(sj-!, -N)L,1( -N)- g(Bj-b N)L,1(N)j 
j=l 

m-1 
+ L [g(s;,-N)L,1(-N)-g(sj,N)L,1(N)j 

j=O 
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1-1 

+I:; (g(O, x;)L0 (x;) - g(t, x;)L1(x;)] 
i=O 

l m 

= I:; I:; L,;(x;) [g(sj, x;)- g(sj, xi-1)- g(sj-t,x;) + g(sj-t.Xi-t)] 
i=1 j=1 

! 

- L;L,(x;)(g(t,x;)- g(t,x;-t)). (4.2.7) 
i=1 

Under the conditions of Theorem 4.2.1 and Proposition 3.4.1 and noticing that L1(x) is 

continuous in t, we know that the first term of ( 4.2. 7) converges to f':'oo J~ L,(x )ds,x9( s, x ), 

and from rough path integration of one parameter, we know that the second term converges 

to f':'oo L;(x)dxg(t, x) iffurther g(s, x) is of bounded 8-variation (1 :0:: 8 < 3) in x. So the 

sum 

l-1 m-1 

L L g(sj,X;) [LsH1(XHt)- L,;(xi+!)- L,H1 (x;) +Ls;(x;)] 
i=O j=O 

converges. We denote its limit by 

j oo 1' -g(s,x)d,,xL': 
-oo 0 

l-1 m-1 

= lim I:; I:; g(sj,X;)[Lsm(XHt)- Ls;(Xi+t) 
m(ExE')-+0 i=O j=O 

-L,H1 (x;) +Ls;(x;)], (4.2.8) 

and 

j "' f' g(s,x)d,,.L; = j"' f' L;d,,.g(s,x)- j"' Lt(x)d.g(t,x). 
-oo Jo -oo Jo -oo 

(4.2.9) 

Now recall the decomposition (1.2.17) and (1.2.19) and Lemma 1.2.2. As in Elworthy, 

TrUlllan and Zhao [7], the integral f~ f':'oo g(s, x)d,,xh(s, x) is defined as a two-parameter 

Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. Therefore we can define 

f'j"' g(s,x)ds,xL(s,x) = f'j"' g(s,x)d,,xL(s,x) + f'j"' g(s,x)ds,xh(s,x). Jo -oo Jo -oo Jo -oo 

Remark 4.2.1 It is worth mentioning here that Young's theorem does not apply to define 

the integml f':'oofJg(s,x)d,,xL<;. To see this, first from the Holder continuity of L, for 

7 E (0, ! ) , there exists a constant C such that 
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for any (3 E (0, 1). So in Young's theorem, .\(x) = x~f3, ~t(x) = x~< 1 -f3). And if we define 

i!!(x) = xP, w(x) = xq, l!(x) = x"', u(x) = x1-"', a E (0, 1), then according to Young's 

condition, we should require the series 

i.e. 

1 Q 1 
L(-)P(-Pf3<oo and 
n n n 

a 1-a - + "!f3 > 1 and -- + 1(1- (3) > 1. 
p q 

We deduce from above that 

a 1-a 3 
-+-->-. 
p q 2 

This is impossible since p ~ 1 and q ~ 1. 

Remark 4.2.2 If g(s,x) is C 1 in x, we have 

1

00 

f
1

g(s,x)d,,xL';=-1
00 

f\;;g(s,x)d,L,(x)dx. 
-oo lo -oo Jo 

This can be seen from the following. As one can always add some points in the partition 

to make L';J = 0 and L';j+I = 0 for all j = 1, 2, ···,m, as L has a compact support in x, 

therefore 

I m 

li~ LLg(s;,x;)[LW'(xi+l)- L:;+'(x;)] 
m(ExE )-o i=lj=l 

= li~ (:tf:u(s;,x;)L!j+'(xH1)- I:f:u(s;,xi+1)L:;+'(xi+1)) 
m(ExE )~o ._1 ._1 ·=0 ·-1 

~- 3- t- 3-

! m 

= - lim LL [u(s;,xi+d- g(s;,x;)]L:;+'(xH1) 
m(ExE')-+0 i=I j=l 
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Theorem 4.2.2 Let f : [0, t] x R --+ R be of bounded 0-variation in x and of bounded 

p, q-variation in (s, x) and satisfy the finite large jump condition, where 1 ::; 0 < 3 and 

p,q;:: 1, 2q + 2 > 3pq, and 

fn(s,x) := {
2 

{

2 

p(r)p(z)f(s- !:.,x- :_)drdz, n;:: 1, la Jo n n (4.2.10) 

where pis the mollifier defined in {1.3.2). Then 

{"" ft fn(s,x)ds,xL:--+ {"" ft f(s,x)ds,xL:, as n--+ oo. 1-oolo 1-ooh 
Proof: First we can easily verify that fn are also of bounded p, q-variation. We extend 

f to s < 0 by defining f(s, x) = 0, for s < 0, and denote an arbitrary partition of 
[0, t] X [-N- 2,N] by 

EX E; := {0 =so< SI<···< Sm = t, -N- 2 = xo < x, < · · · < Xt• = N}. 

Because [-N - 2, NJ also covers the compact support of local time, we have 

and 

l' 

sup sup I; !f(s,x;)- f(s, x;-I)[0 =M', 
sE[O,tJ E~ i=l 

where M and M' are constants. So by Holder's inequality, 
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where A, B and M 1 (independent of n) are constants. Also from the above estimate, the 

finite large jump condition for fn when n is sufficiently large follows from the finite large 

jump assumption of f. Simi!axly, 

I 

2.:: lfn(s, x;)- fn(s,x;-1)1 9 

i=l 

= t 1 f
2 r p(r)p(z) (tcs- :!:.,x;- ~)- t(s- :!:.,x;-1- ~) drdzl 9 

i=l Jo Jo n n n n 

1212 l r z r z 8 
::; C 2.::1f(s--,x;--)-f(s--,x;_,--)l drdz 

o i=l n n n n 
2 2 l' 

::; C f f sup2.::Jf(s,x;)-f(s,xi-1)1°drdz 
lo lo E' i=l 

where C and M2 {independent of n) are constants. So the integral f::'oo J~ fn(s,x)ds,xL'; 

is well defined, by argument we discussed before, 

j oo {t fn(s,x)ds,xL'; 
-oolo 

= j"" ft t;a.,xfn(s,x)- j"" Lfdxfn(t,x) 
-oo Jo -oo 

+j"" rt fn(s,x)ds,xh(s,x). -oolo (4.2.11) 

For such p, q satisfying p, q ~ 1, and 2q + 2 > 3pq, there exist a small positive number 

J > 0 such that 2q+2 > 3(p+J)q, so 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
2.::e[(-)7Ja[(-)7)(-)M5(-)iPH)q < OQ 

n,mn mn m 

still holds for p(u) = u", <r(u) = u 1-", where 2{1- ;;:h) <a< tpJJ)q - 1. By Theorem 

3.4.2 and Proposition 3.4.1, we can pass the limit to get 

Ji.m j"" ft L';d,,xfn(s,x) = joo ft t;d,,xf(s,x). 
n oo -ook -ooh 

Using a similar method as in the proof of Theorem 1.3.1, we can prove that 

lim joo Lfdxfn(t,x) = j"" Lfdxf(t,x). 
n-oo -oo -oo 

The convergence of the last term f::'oo JJ fn (s, x )d8 ,xh( s, x) in ( 4.2.11) follows from Lebesgue's 

dominated convergence theorem. So we proved the desired result. 
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Theorem 4.2.3 Let X = (X,)s2:0 be a continuous semimartingale and assume f : [0, oo) x 

R -+ R satisfy 

{i} f is absolutely continuous in t, x respectively, 

(ii) the left derivatives 1ft f and \l- f exist at all points of (0, oo) x R and [0, oo) x R 

respectively, 

(iii) ft f and \l- f are left continuous and locally bounded, 

{iv} \l- j(t,x) is of bounded (}-variation in x and of bounded p,q-variation in (t,x) 

and satisfies the finite large jump condition, where 1 :;:; (I< 3, and p, q ~ 1, 2q + 2 > 3pq. 

Then we have: 

f' Er f' f(t,X,) = f(O,Xo)+ Jo asf(s,X,)ds+ Jo \;rf(s,X,)dX, 

- f'j_"" 'i:rf(s,x)ds,xL;, Jo -oo 
(4.2.12) 

where Lf is the local time of X, at x, the last integral is defined in (4.2.8}. 

Proof: Similar to the proof in [7], we can use smoothing procedure and take the limit 

to prove our result. The main different key point is the following : by Remark 4.2.2 and 

Theorem 4.2.2, 

when n--+ oo. 

1 r' 2 Jo !!.fn(s, X,)d < X >, 

= /_"" {' !!.fn(s,x)dL';dx 
-oolo 

= - /_"" {'V' fn(s,x)ds,xL'; 
-oo lo 

-+ - j"" {'V'- f(s, x)d,,xL';, 
-oolo 

Example 4.2.1 Consider a function f(t,x) = x3t3 cos(t +~)fort, x # 0 and f(t, 0) = 

f(O,x) = f(O,O) = 0. This function is 0 1•1 and its derivative about x is /;,f(t,x) = 

3t3x2 cos( t + ~) + xt3 sin( t + ~) fort, x # 0 and /;,f(t, 0) = /;,J(O, x) = /;,f(O, 0) = 0. It 

is easy to see that /;,f(t, x) is of unbounded variation in x and in (t, x), but of 0-variation 

in x for any (I > 1, p, !-variation in (t,x) for any p > !{similar to Example 3.1). So 

Theorem 4.2.3 can be used. 

Remark 4.2.3 Chaper 1,3,4 are included in paper {11} which is published in Potential 

Analysis. 
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Chapter 5 
Stochastic Lebesgue-Stieltjes Integrals 
and A Generalized Ito's Formula in Two
Dimensions 

§5.1 Introduction 

Extensions of the classical Ito's formula for twice differentiable functions to less 

smooth functions have been made mainly in one-dimension beginning with Tanaka's pio

neering work [46] for JX1J to which the local time was beautifully linked. Further extensions 

were made to a time independent convex function j(x) in [36] and [48] as the following 

Tanaka-Meyer formula: 

j(X(t)) = f(X(O)) +fa' f~(X(s))dX(s) + L: L,(x)d(f~(x)), (5.1.1) 

where the left derivative f ... exists and is increasing due to the convex assumption. This 

can be generalized easily to include the case when f~ is of bounded variation where the 

integral !':'"
00 

Lt(x)d(f~(x)) is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. The extension to the time 

dependent case was given in [7]. 

The purpose of this chapter is to extend formula (5.1.1) to two dimensions. This is 

a nontrivial extension as the local time in two-dimensions does not exist. But we observe 

for a smooth function f, formally by the occupation times formula and the property that 

f(f' lR\{a)Xt(s,w)dsLt(s,w) = 0 a.s., "formal integration by parts formula", 

(5.1.2) 

Here the last equality needs to be justified, and the integral J~;: JJ Lt(s, a)ds,a 'iltf(a, X2(s)) 

needs to be properly defined. It is worth noting that the right hand side does not in

clude any second order derivative off explicitly. Here 'iltf(a, X2(s)) is a semimartin

gale for any fixed a, following Tanaka-Meyer formula. For this, we study this kind of 

the integral J:-;: f~g(s,a)d8,ah(s,a) in Section 5.2. Here h(s,x) is a continuous martin

gale with cross variation< h(·,a),h(·,b) >s of locally bounded variation in (s,a,b), and 
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E [JJ fR,)g(s, a)g(s, b)lldo,b,s < h(·, a), h(·, b) >s 1] < oo. The integral is different from the 

Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral and Ito's stochastic integral. But it is a natural extension to 

the two-parameter stochastic case and therefore called a stochastic Lebesgue-Stieltjes inte

gral. According to our knowledge, this integral is new. It's different from integration with 

Brownian sheet defined by Walsh ([47]) and integration w.r.t. Poisson random measure 

(see [19]). A generalized Ita's formula in two dimensions is proved in Section 5.3. It is 

noted that Peskir recently gave a generalized Ito's formula in multi-dimensions using local 

times on surfaces where the first order derivative might be discontinuous under the condi

tion their second derivative has limit from both sides of the surfaces in [39]. We will give 

an example to demonstrate that Peskir's formula can not be used while our formula can. 

Our formula does not need conditions on the existence of limits of second order derivatives 

when x goes to the surface. There are numerous examples that classical Ito's formula and 

Peskir's formula may not work immediately, but our formula can be used (see Example 

5.3.1 and 5.3.2). 

Other kinds of relevant results include the work for absolutely continuous function 

with their first derivative being locally bounded in [41]; for w,;: functions of a Brownian 

motion for one dimension in [15] and {16] for multi-dimensions. It was proved in [15] 

that f(B,) = f(Bo) + f~ f'(B,)dB, + ~[f(B), B],, where [f(B), B]t is the covariation of 

the processes f(B) and B and is equal to JJ f(B,)d* B, - JJ f(B,)dB, as a difference of 

backward and forward integrals. See [44] for the case of continuous semi-martingale. The 

multi-dimensional case was considered by [16], [44] and [37]. But our results here are new. 

§5.2 The Definition of Stochastic Lebesgue-Stieltjes Integrals and the 

Integration by Parts Formula 

For a filtered probability space (f!, :F, {:Ft}t~o, P), denote by Mz the Hilbert space of 

all processes X = (X,)os;ts;T such that (Xt)Os;t:ST is a (:Ft)os;ts;T right continuous square 

integrable martingale with inner product (X, Y) = E(XTYT). A three-variable function 

f( s, x, y) is called left continuous iff it is left continuous in all three variables together i.e. 

for any sequence (st,Xl,Yl) $ (sz,xz,yz) $ ··· $ (sk,Xk,Yk) $ (s,x,y) and (sk,Xk,Yk)-> 

(s,x,y), ask-> oo, we have f(sk,Xk,Yk) -> f(s,x,y) ask-> oo. Here (s!oX!oYl) $ 

(sz, xz, yz) means s1 :S: sz, X1 $ xz and Yl $ Y2· Define 

v1 := {h: [O,t] x (-oo,oo) x f!-> R s.t. (s,x,w),... h(s,x,w) 

is E([O,s] x R) x :F.-measurable, and h(s,x) is 

:F, -adapted for any x E R}, 
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h E Vt is a continuous (in s) M 2 - martingale for each x, 

and the crossvariation < h(·,x),h(·,y) >s is left continuous 

and of locally bounded variation in (s,x,y) }. 

In the following, we will always denote< h(·,x), h(·, y) >s by < h(x), h(y) >8 • 

We now recall some classical results (see [1] and [35]). A three-variable function 

f(s, x, y) is called monotonically increasing if whenever (sz, xz, yz) 2: (st, Xt, y1), then 

f(sz,xz,yz)- f(sz,xt,Yz)- f(sz,xz,yt) + f(sz,Xt,Ytl 

-f(st,Xz,Yz) + f(st,Xt,yz) + f(st,Xz,yt)- f(st,Xt>Yt) 2:0. 

For a left-continuous and monotonically increasing function f(s, x, y), one can define a 

Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure by setting 

v([st, sz) x [xt, xz) x [yt, yz)) 

= f(sz,xz,yz)- f(sz,Xt,Yz)- f(sz,xz,Yt) + f(sz,xt,Yt) 

-f(st,Xz,Yz) + f(st,Xt,Yz) + f(st,Xz,yt)- f(st,Xt,yt). 

For h E Vz, define 

< h(x),h(y) >l~:=< h(x),h(y) >t2 - < h(x),h(y) >t, tz 2: t1. 

Note as < h(x), h(y) >s is left continuous and of locally bounded variation in (s, x, y), 

so it can be decomposed to the difference of two increasing and left continuous functions 

ft(s,x,y) and !z(s,x,y) (see McShane [35] or Proposition 2.2 in Elworthy, Truman and 

Zhao [7] which also holds for multi-parameter functions). Note each of ft and !z generates 

a measure, so for any measurable function g(s,x,y), we can define 

1''1"'1"' t1 a1 b1 
g(s,x,y)dx,y,s < h(x),h(y) >s 

= f'' !"' r"' g(s,x,y)dx,y,sft(s,x,y) 
ltl lal Jb1 

1''1"'11>,. - g(s,x,y)dx,y,sfz(s,x,y). 
h a1 b1 

In particular, a sigued product measure in the space [0, T] x R 2 can be defined as follows: 

for any [tt,tz) x [xt,xz) x [yt,Yz) c [O,T] x R2 

{'' r' fY' dx,y,s < h(x), h(y) >s 
Jh lx1 }Yl 

= f'' fx' [Y' dx,y,sft(s,x,y)- f'' fx' fY' dx,v,s!z(s,x,y) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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= < h(xz), h(Y2) >l~ - < h(xz), h(yt) >l~ 

- < h(xJ), h(yz) >l~ + < h(xJ), h(yJ) >l: 
= < h(xz)- h(xt), h(yz)- h(yt) >l~ . 

Jdx,y,s < h(x),h(y) >s J =dx,y,s/J(s,x,y)+dx,y,s/2(s,x,y). 

Moreover, for h E V2, define: 

Va(h) := {g : g E Vt, and there exists N such that (-N,N) covers 

(5.2.1) 

(5.2.2) 

the compact support of g(s,·,w) for a.a. w, and sE [O,T] and 

E [fo' k_,Jg(s,x)g(s,y)Jid.,y,s < h(x),h(y) >s 1] <eo}. 

g E V1 has a compact support in x for a.a. w, and 

E [fo' k_,Jg(s,x)g(s,y)JJdx,y,s < h(x),h(y) >s 1] <eo}. 

Consider now a simple function in Va, and always assunte for any s > 0, g(s, -N) = 

g(s,N) =0, 

n-1 oo n-1 

g(s, x, w) = I: eo,;l{o}(s)l(x;,x,.,j (x) +I: I: ej,il(t;,t;+1j (s)l(x;,xH1J(x) (5.2.3) 
i=O j=Oi=O 

where {tn}:;;'=o with to= 0 and J!p-
00

tm =eo, -N = xo < Xt < xz < .. · < Xn = N, e;,; 

are .:Ft;-measurable. For hE Vz, define an integral as: 

I,(g) .- f' {"" g(s,x)d,,.h(s,x) 
Jo l-oo 
oo n-1 

= I: I: ej,i [h(tj+ll\ t, Xi+J) - h(tj 1\ t, Xi+t) 
j=Oi=O 

-h(t;+tl\ t, x;) + h(t; 1\ t, x;) J. (5.2.4) 

This integral is called the stochastic Lebesgne-Stieltjes integral of the simple function g. 

It's easy to see for simple functions 91>92 E Va(h), 

(5.2.5) 

for any a, (3 E R. The following lemma plays a key role in extending the integral of simple 

functions to functions in Va(h). It is equivalent to the It6's isometry formula in the case 

of the stochastic integral. 
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Lemma 5o2ol If hE V2 , g E V3(h) is simple, then I1(g) is a continuous martingale with 

respect to (Ft)o<t<T and 

g(s, x)ds,xh(s, X)) 2 

E f' f g(s,x)g(s,y)dxys < h(x),h(y) >so lo ln2 ' ' (502.6) 

Proof From the definition off~ f.::'oo g( s, x )ds,xh( s, x ), it is easy to see that It is a continu

ous martingale with respect to (Ft)o<t<To As h(s, x,w) is a continuous martingale in M2, 

using a standard conditional expectation argument to remove the cross product parts, we 

get: 

E [ (fo' 1: g(s,x)ds,xh(s,x)r] 

= E ~ (~ e;,; [h(t;+l At, Xi+!)- h(t; A t,Xi+J) 

-h(t;+l At, x;) + h(t; A t,x;)]) 
2 

oo (n-ln-1 
E ko t; ~ e;,;e;,k 0 

[ h(t;+l At, Xi+!) - h(t; At, Xi+!) - h(t;+! At, x;) + h(t; At, x;) ] 0 

[h(tj+l At, Xk+J) - h(t; At, Xk+J) - h(t;+l At, Xk) + h(t; At, Xk)]) 

eo { n-!n-1 
= E~ ~ Ee;,;e;,k 0 

J-0 •-0 k=O 

[(h(t;+l A t,xi+!)- h(t; A t,XHI))(h(t;+l A t,Xk+J)- h(t; At,Xk+J)) 

-(h(t;+l A t,xi+I)- h(t; A t,XHI))(h(t;+l A t,xk)- h(t; A t,xk)) 

-(h(t;+l At, X;) - h(t; At, x;))(h(tj+l At, Xk+J) - h(t; At, Xk+J)) 

+(h(t;+l At, x;) - h(t; At, x;))(h(t;+! At, Xk) - h(t; At, Xk)) l} 
!o

tn-ln-1 

= E L LB(S,XH!)g(s,Xk+J)[ds < h(XH!),h(xk+l) >s -d, < h(XH!),h(xk) >s 
O i=O k=O 

-d8 < h(x;), h(Xk+J) >s +ds < h(x;), h(xk) >s] 
oo n-ln-1 

= E E E E e;,;e;,k [ < h(x;+J), h(xk+I) >:;~:At - < h(x;+J), h(xk) >:;~:''' 
j=O i=O k=O 
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= E[ft f g(s,x)g(s,y)dxVB<h(x),h(y)>s]· la JR2 '' 
So we proved the desired result. <> 

The idea is to use (5.2.6) to extend the definition of the integrals of simple functions 

to integrals of functions in Vs(h) and finally in V4(h), for any h E V2. We achieve this goal 

in several steps: 

Lemma 5.2.2 Let hE V2, f E Vs(h) be bounded uniformly in w, f(·, ·,w) be continuous 

for each w on its compact support. Then there exist a sequence of bounded simple functions 

'Pm,n E Vs(h) such that 

E rt { I (f-<pm,n)(s,x)(f-<pm•,n•)(s,y)\!dx,y,s <h(x),h(y)>sl-->0, lo JR2 
as m, n, m', n'--+ oo. 

Proof. Let 0 = to < t1 < · · · < tm = t, and - N = Xo < X1 < · · · < Xn = N be a partition 

of [0, t] x [-N, Nj. Asswne when n, m--> oo, lllax (tj+l -tj)--> 0, IJlax (xH1 -x;)--> 
0$3$m-l O$t$'n-l 

0. Define 

n-1 m-ln-1 

'Pm,n(s, x) := L f(O, x;)l(o}(s)l(x;.x<+!](x) + L L f(tj, x;)l(tj,t;+1](s)l(x;,x<+!](x).(5.2.7) 
i=O j=O i=O 

Then 'Pm,n(s,x) are simple and 'Pm,n(s,x)--> f(s,x) a.s. as m, n--> oo. The result follows 

from applying Lebesgne's dominated convergence theorem. 0 

Lemma 5.2.3 Let h E V2 and k E V3(h) be bounded uniformly in w. Then there exist 

functions fn E Vs(h) such that fnh ·,w) are continuous for all wand n, and 

E r { I (k- fn)(s,x)(k- fn•)(s,y)ll dxys < h(x),h(y) >si-> 0, la JR2 ' ' 
as n, n'--+ oo. 

Proof. Define 

fn(s,x) = n2 1~1. !.~1. k(r,y)drdy. 
n n 

Then fn(s,x) is continuous in s,x, and when n --> oo, fn(s,x) --> k(s,x) a.s .. So for 

sufficiently large n, fn(s,x) also has compact support in (-N,N) for all sE [O,T]. The 

desired convergence follows from applying Lebesgne's dominated convergence theorem. o 
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Lemma 5.2.4 Let hE V2 andg E V3(h). Then there exist junctions kn E V3(h), bounded 

uniformly in w for eo, eh n, and 

Et t, I (g- kn)(s, x)(g- kn' )(s, Y)ll dx,y,s < h(x), h(y) >8 I--> 0, 

as n,n' ~ oo. 

Proof. Define 

{ 

-n if g(t,x,w) < -n 

kn(t,x,w) := g(t,x,w) if - n ~ g(t,x,w) ~ n 

n if g(t,x,w) > n. 

(5.2.8) 

Then as n--> oo, kn(t,x,w)--> g(t,x,w) for each (t,x,w). Note lkn(t,x,w)l ~ lg(t,x,w)l 

and kn E V3(h). So applying Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we obtain the 

desired result. 

Lemma 5.2.5 Let h E V2 and g E V4(h). Then there exist functions 9N E V3(h) such 

that 

E r• r I (g- 9N )(s, x)(g- 9N' )(s, y)ll dx y,s < h(x), h(y) >, I -t 0, lo JR2 ' (5.2.9) 

as N,N'-> oo. 

Proof. Define 

9N(s, x,w) := g(s,x,w)1[-N+t,N-t](x). (5.2.10) 

Then ID NI ~ IYI and 9N --> g a.s., as N -> oo. So applying Lebesgue's dominated conver-

gence theorem, we obtain the desired result. 0 

From Lemmas 5.2.4, 5.2.3, 5.2.2, for each h E V2, g E V3 (h), we can construct a 

sequence of simple functions {'Pm,n} in V3(h) such that, 

E f' ( I(Y-'Pm,n)(s,x)(g-<pm•,n•)(s,y)lldx,y,s<h(x),h(y)>sl-->0, lo JR2 
. as m, n, m', n' -> oo. For 'Pm,n and 'Pm' ,n', we can define stochastic Lebesgue-Stieltjes 

integrals It('Pm,n) and lt('Pm',n' ). From Lemma 5.2.1 and (5.2.5), it is easy to see that 

E [IT('Pm,n)- lT('Pm',n')]
2 

= E [IT('Pm,n- 'Pm',n' )]
2 

= E {T { ('Pm,n- 'Pm',n' )(s,x)('Pm,n- 'Pm',n' )(s,y)dx,y,s < h(x), h(y) >s la 1R2 
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= E {T f [('Pm,n- g)- ('Pm',n'- g)](s, x) · lo JR2 
[(<pm,n- g)- ('Pm',n'- g)](s, y)dx,y,8 < h(x), h(y) >s 

= E {T { ('Pm,n- g)(s,x)('Pm,n- g)(s,y)dx,y,s < h(x),h(y) >s lo JR2 
-E {T f ('Pm,n- g)(s,x)(cpm•,n•- g)(s,y)dx,y,s < h(x),h(y) >, lo 1R2 
-E {T f ('Pm'n' -g)(s,x)(cpmn-g)(s,y)dxys < h(x),h(y) >, la JR2 ' ' ' ' 
+E {T f ('Pm',n'- g)(s,x)(cpm•,n•- g)(s,y)dx,y,s < h(x),h(y) >s lo JR2 

::; E {T r I ('Pm,n- g)(s,x)(cpm,n- g)(s,y) 11 dx,y,s < h(x), h(y) >si lo JR2 
+E {T f I ('Pm,n- g)(s,x)(cpm•,n•- g)(s,y) 11 dx,y,s < h(x),h(y) >si la JR2 
+E rT f I ('Pm',n'- g)(s,x)(cpm,n- g)(s,y) 11 dx,y,s < h(x),h(y) >si lo 1R2 
+E {T f I ('Pm',n'- g)(s, x)(cpm• n'- g)(s, y) 11 a ...... < h(x), h(y) >,1 lo 1R2 · ll 

---> o, 

as m, n, m', n'---> oo. Therefore {I.('Pm,n)};;;',n=l is a Caucby sequence in M2 whose norm 

is denoted by 11 · 11. So there exists a process l(g) = {I1(g), 0 ::; t ::; T} in M 2 , defined 

modulo indistinguishability, such that 

11 I(cpm,n)- I(g) 11---> 0, as m, n-+ oo. 

By the same argument as for the stocbastic integral, one can easily prove that l(g) is 

well-defined (independent of the choice of the simple functions), and (5.2.6) is true for 

I(g). We now can have the following definition. 

Definition 5.2.1 Let h E V2, g E V3(h). Then the integral of g with respect to h can be 

defined in M2 as: 

f'j"" g(s,x)d,,xh(s,x) = lim f'j"" 'Pm,n(s,x)ds,xh(s,x). Jo -oo m,n-+oo Jo -oo 

Here {cpm,n} is a sequence of simple functions in V3(h), s.t. 

E f' { I (g- 'Pm,n)(s,x)(g- 'Pm•,n•)(s,y)ll dx,y,s < h(x),h(y) >s 1-+ 0, lo 1R2 
as m, n, m', n' -+ oo. Note 'Pm,n may be constructed by combining the three approximation 

procedures in Lemmas 5.2.4, 5.2.3, 5.2.2. For g E V4(h), we can then define the integral 
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in M2 as: 

{' j"" g(s, x)ds,xh(s, x) = lim f' joo g(s, x)1[-N+l,N-lj(x)d,,xh(s, x). h -oo N-ooh -oo 

It is a continuous martingale with respect to (Ft)o<t<T and for each 0 $ t $ T, 

E ( {0' j_""oo ) 2 
Jo g( s, X )ds,xh( s, X) 

= E f' { g(s,x)g(s,y)dxys < h(x),h(y) >s. lo JR2 ' ' (5.2.11) 

The following integration by parts formula will be useful in the proof of our main 

theorem in the next section. 

Proposition 5.2.1 If hE V2, g E V4(h), and g(t,x) is C2 in x, tl.g(t,x) is bounded 

uniformly in t, then a.s. 

j +oo 1' 1' j+oo - 'Vg(s,x)d,h(s,x)dx = g(s,x)d,,xh(s,x). 
-oo 0 0 -oo 

(5.2.12) 

Moreover, for any g E V4(h), hE V2 and C1 in x, 'Vh E M2, 

j +oo 1' 1' j+oo g(s, x)d, 'Vh(s, x)dx = g(s, x)ds,xh(s, x). 
-oo 0 0 -oo 

(5.2.13) 

Proof. If g is a simple function in V3(h) as given in (5.2.3), and note that ej,O = ej,n = 0, 

we have 

f'j"" g(s,x)ds,xh(s,x) Jo -oo 

n-1 oo 

= L 2::>j,i [h(tj+l A t,Xi+l)- h(tj 1\ t,Xi+!) 
i=O j=O 

-h(tHI 1\ t,x;) + h(tj 1\ t,x;)] 

n-1 oo 

= - L L ej,i+l [ h( t;+l 1\ t, Xi+!) - h( tj 1\ t, Xi+!) l 
i=O j=O 

n-1 oo 

+ L I;e;,;[h(tj+! 1\ t,Xi+!)- h(tj 1\ t,XHJ)] 
i=O j=O 

n-1 oo 

= - L L [ej,i+l- ej,i] [h(tj+l 1\ t,x;+t)- h(tj 1\ t,x;+t)]. 
i=O j=O 

If g(t,x) is C 2 in x, let 

n-1 m-ln-1 

'Pm,n(s,x) := L g(O,x;)1{oj(s)1(x;,xi+t](X) + L L g(tj,x;)1(t;,t;+1](s)1(x;,x;+l](x), 
i=O j=O i=O 
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then 

'Pm,n(s,x)-> g(s,x) a.s. as m,n-> oo. 

Moreover, by the intermediate value theorem, 

1+""1' g( s, X )d8,xh( s, X) 
-oo 0 

Here o, = max itj+l - til, Dx = ~ax lxi+l - x;l. To prove the last equality, first notice 
l$J$m l$~$m 

that 

Second, by the intermediate value theorem again, and from the assumption that flg( s, x) 

is bounded uniformly in s, the second term can be estimated as: 

E [~ fo' [{ (\7g(s,x; +a( xi+!- x;))- \7g(s,Xi+t))da]ct,h(s,xi+1)(xi+l- x;)] 

2 

n-1 n-1 [!o' hl = ELL [ (\7g(s,x;+a(xi+r-x;))-\7g(s,xi+t))da]ct,h(s,xi+t)(xi+t-x;)· 
i=O k=O O O 

l [fo1 

(\7g(s,xk + a(xk+l - Xk))- \7g(s, Xk+I))da]ct8 h(s,xk+I)(xk+1- Xk)] 
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n-ln-1 t 1 

= 2:; 2:; E f [ f ('Vg(s,x; + a(xH1 - x;))- 'Vg(s,Xi+t))da]· 
i=O k=D lo lo 

[ lo1 

(\7 g(s, Xk + a(xk+l - xk)) - 'Vg(s, Xk+I))da] 

d, < h(XHt), h(xk+I) >s (xi+!- x;)(xk+l- Xk) 

:'> Ehp s~p lt.g(s, '1)11((1- a)(xi+1 - x;))l· 
1]E(Xi,Xi+1) 

sup sup lt.g(s, '1)11((1- a)(xk+l- Xk))i· 
k • 

?JE(Xk,Xk+l) 

I< h(xi+t) >t< h(xk+I) >t 1!]. (~E(XH!- x;)(xk+l- Xk)) 

--+ 0, as 8x --+ 0, 

So (5.2.12) is proved. 

For (5.2.13), first consider g E V3(h) and sufficiently smooth jointly in (s, x), by 

(5.2.12) and integration by parts formula, 

ftj+oo g(s,x)d,,xh(s,x) 
lo -oo 

= -1:00 l 'Vg(s,x)d,h(s,x)dx 

= - 1:00

[\?g(s,x)h(s,x)]bdx+ 1: !o' (! 'Vg(s,x)) h(s,x)dsdx. (5.2.14) 

But by integration by parts formula and Fubini theorem, 

t:: !o' (:s 'Vg(s,x)) h(s,x)dsdx 

= l1:00

('V!g(s,x))h(s,x)dxds 

= - ftj+oo 
8
8 

g(s,x)'Vh(s,x)dxds 
lo -oo s 

= -j+oo rt {){) g(s,x)'Vh(s,x)dsdx 
-oo Jo S 

= - 1:00

[g(s,x)'Vh(s,x)]bdx+ 1: !o'g(s,x)d,'Vh(s,x)dx. (5.2.15) 

By (5.2.14), (5.2.15) and integration by parts formula, it follows that for g being sufficiently 

smooth 

lo
t j+oo ;+oo lot g(s, x)d,,xh(s, x) = g(s, x)d, 'Vh(s, x)dx. 

0 -oo -oo 0 

But any bounded function g E Vs(h) can be approximated by a sequence of smooth 
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functions 9n E V3(h), the desired result forgE V3(h) follows from (5.2.11) and 

El/_:"' l(gn(s,x)- g(s,x))d,\7h(s,x)dxl2 

::; 2Nj+oo El f'(gn(s,x)- g(s,x))d,\7h(s,x)l2dx 
-eo lo 

= 2Nj+oo E {' l9n(s,x)- g(s,x)l 2d, < \7h(x) >8 dx 
-oo Jo 

--+ o, 

when n --+ oo. From Lemma 5.2.4, 5.2.5, we can get (5.2.12) and (5.2.13) also hold for 

gE V4(h). o 

§5.3 A Generalized !to's Formula in Two-dimensional Space 

Let X(s) = (X1(s),X2(s)) be a two-dimensional continuous semi-martingale with 

X;(s) = X;(O) +M;(s) + V;(s)(i = 1,2) on a probability space (rt,:F,P). Here M;(s) is a 

continuous local martingale and V; ( s) is an adapted continuous process of locally bounded 

variation (ins). Let L;(t, a) be the local time of X;(t) (i=1,2). From localization argument 

in Section 1.2, we can assume L1(t,a) and L2(t,a) are bounded uniformly in a. 

In the following we assume some conditions on f : R x R --+ R: 

Condition (i) the function f(·, ·) : R x R --+ R is jointly continuous and absolutely 

continuous in x1, x2 respectively; 

Condition {ii) the left derivative \7i f(xb x2) is locally bounded, jointly left contin

uous, and oflocally bounded variation in x; (i = 1, 2); 

Condition {iii) the left derivaties \7]J(xb x2) is absolutely continuous in x2, and 

\72 f(xb x2) is absolutely continuous in x1; 

Condition {iv) the derivatives \7i\7j f(xb x2) (i, j = 1, 2, i f j) are jointly left 

continuous, and of locally bounded variation in x1, x2 respectively and also in (x1. x2). 

From the assumption of \71 !, we can use Tanaka-Meyer formula to have, 

\71f(a,X2(t)) - \71f(a,X2(0)) = fo' \72\71f(a,X2(s))dX2(s) 

+ l: L2(t,x2)dx2 \72\71 f(a, x2) a.s .. (5.3.1) 

Therefore \71 j(a,X2(t)) is a continuous semimartingale, and can be decomposed as 

\71 !(a,X2(t)) = \71 f(a, X2(0)) + h(t,a) + v(t,a), (5.3.2) 
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where h is a continuous local martingale and v is a continuous process of locally bounded 

variation (in t). In fact h(t, a)= J~ Y'2Y'1 j(a,X2(s))dM2(s). Define 

F8 (a, b) .- < h(a), h(b) >s = <V'} f(a), V'} f(b) >s 

= fo' Y'2Y'1 f(a,X2(r))V'2Y'1 j(b,X2(r))d <M2>r, 

F(a,b)~:+1 
.- < h(a),h(b) >::+1 = < V'}f(a), V'}f(b) >!:+1 

18k+l 

= V'2V'1 f(a, X2(r))Y'2Y'1 f(b, X2(r))d <M2>r . . , 
We need to prove hE V2. To see this, as V'2V'1f(xJ,X2) is oflocally bounded variation 

in XJ. so for any compact set [-N, N], V'2V'1 f(xJ.x2) is of bounded variation in x1 for 

x 1 E [-N, N]. Let P be the partition on [-N, N]2 x [0, t], P; be a partition on [-N, N] 

(i = 1, 2), P3 be a partition on [0, t] such that P = P1 x P2 x P3 • Then we have: 

Vars,a,b(F,(a, b)) 

= sup 2:2:2: IF(a;+J,bj+l)::+l- F(ai+b bj)!:+l - F(a;, bj+J)!:+l 
'P k i j 

+F(a;, bil!Z+ll 

= sup 2:2:2: 1['+1 Y'2V'1 f(ai+l• X2(r))V'2Y'1 f(bi+l• X2(r))d <M2>r 
p k i j Sk 

18k+l 
- Y'2Y'1 f(ai+!,X2(r))V'2V'1 f(bj,X2(r))d <M2>r ., 

1Sk+l 
- Y'2V'1 f(a;,X2(r))Y'2Y'1 f(bj+J, X2(r))d <M2>r ., 
+ J.:>+• Y'2Y'1 f(a;,X2(r))V'2Y'1 f(bj, X2(r))d <M2>r I 

= sup 2:2:2: I J.'>+1 

(V'2Y'1 j(ai+1>X2(r))- Y'2Y'1 j(a;,X2(r))) 
pkij Sk 

( V'2V'1 f(bj+J,X2(r))- V'2V'1 f(bj,X2(r)) )d <M2>r I 
::; {'sup 2: IV'2V'1 j(ai+bX2(r))- Y'2Y'1 j(a;,X2(r))l Jo 'P1 i 

sup 2: IV'2Y'1 f(bj+l> X2(r))- V'2V'1 f(bj, X2(r))ld <M2>r 
'P2 j 

= la' (var.(V'2V'1f(a,x2(r)))rd <M2>r< oo. 

Therefore under the localization assumption, f<>Ooo J~ L1 (s, a )ds,ah( s, a) can be defined by 

Definition 5.2.1, i.e. it is a stochastic Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. On the other hand, 

under the localization assumption and condition (iii) and (iv), let's prove that 

v(s, a) = {' V'2V'1 f(a, X2(r))dV:!(r) + j"" L2(s, x2)d,2 V'2V'1 f(a, x2) := v1(s, a) + v2(s, a) Jo -oo 
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is of bounded variation in (s, a) fors E [0, t], a E [-N, NJ. In fact, 

Var,,avl(s,a) = sup L L lvJ(Sk+l> ai+ll- VJ(sk,ai+l)- VJ(Sk+J,a;) + v1(sk,a;)l 
'P1X'Pa k i 

sup LLI ('' ['V2Y'1f(a;+l,X2(r))- 'V2'V1f(a;,X2(r))jdV2(r)l 
'P1 xPa k i lsk+l 

:0: rt sup L l\72\71 f(ai+b X2(r))- \72\7! f(a;, X2(r))lldV2(r)l 
lo Pt i 

< oo, 

as \72\71 j(x1, x2) is locally bounded and of bounded variation in XJ. Moreover, in the 

case when \71\72 j(x1, x2) is increasing in (x1, x2), 

Var,,av2(s, a) = sup L L lv2(sk+l> ai+1l- v2(sk, a;+l)- v2(sk+1> a;)+ v2(sk,a;)l 
'Pt x'Pa k i 

= sup LLjoo (L2(sk+l,x2)-L2(sk,X2)) 
'P1 x'P3 k i -oo 

dx2 (\72\71 f(ai+b x2)- \72\71 f(a;, x2)) 

:0: L 1: L2(t, X2)dx2 (Y'2'V! f(ai+J,X2)- \72\71 j(a;,x2)) 
• 

:0: maxL2(t, x2)(\72'V1 f(N, N)- \72\7! f(N, -N) 
X2 

-\72\71 f(-N,N) + 172\71 f(-N,-N)) 

< 00. 

In the general case when \72\7! f(xhx2) is of bounded variation in (x1,x2), we can assert 

that v2(s,a) is also of bounded variation in (s,a) by applying the above result to the 

difference of two increasing functions. So J~ f~oo L1(s, a)d,,av(s, a) is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes 

integral. Hence, JJ f2:,LJ(s,a)d,,aY'1f(a,X2(s)) can be well defined. A localization 

argument implies it is a semimartingale. Now we recall that the local time L 1(s, a) can 

be decomposed 

L1(s,a) = L1(s, a)+ L L1(s, xk) := L1(s, a)+ L1(s,a), 
xzsa 

where L1(s,a) is jointly continuous ins, a, and {xk} are the discontinuous points of 

L 1(s, a). From [41], 

- rt 
L1(t,x) = L1(t,x)- L1(t,x-) = lo l{x}(X,)dV,. (5.3.3) 

Again we use the localization argument and assume the support of the local time is included 

in ( -N, N). Let g1(s, a) := \7} j(a,X2(s)), by a computation in (4;2.7) in Section 4.2, for 
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any partition {0 =to< t, < · .. < tm = t, -N = ao <a, < a2 < .. · < az = N}, 

l-1 m-1 

L L 91 (tH" ai+i) [L,(tJ+l, ai+i) - L, (t;, a;+l) - L,(tH" a;)+ L,(t;, a;)] 
i=O j=O 

l-1 m-1 

= L L L,(t;,a;)[91(tJ+l.ai+l)- 9i(t;,ai+i)- 91(tj+!,a;) + 9i(s;,a;)] 
i=O j=O 

!-1 

- I;L1(t,a1)[9i(t,ai+i)- 9i(t,a;)]. (5.3.4) 
i=O 

Note the first Riemann sum of the right hand side has a limit that is JJ J !!N L, ( s, a )ds,a91 ( s, a), 

the second Riemann sum of the right hand side has a limit that is J!!NL,(s,a)da91(s,a), 

when 6, = m?JC(t;+l- t;)-> 0 and 6x = m?JC(Xi+i -x;)-> 0. Therefore the left hand side 
J • 

converges as well when 6, -> 0, 6x -> 0, denote the limit by JJ J!!N 91(s, a)d,,aLI(s, a) on 

{w: L,(t,a) has support which is included in (-N,N)}. Taking the limit as N _, oo we 

can define JJ f'>Ooo 91 ( s, a )d,,aLI ( s, a) for almost all w E !1 and it is easy to see that 

{' j"" L, (s, a)ds,a 'Ill f(a, X2(s)) Jo -oo 

- /_: L,(t, a)da 'Ill f(a, X2(t)). (5.3.5) 

From Lemma 1.2.2, we know that Lt ( t, a) is of bounded variation in ( t, a) for almost every 

wE !1. So JJ f::'oo 'Ill f(a,X2(s))ds,aLi(s,a) is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. Therefore the 

integral 

can be well defined. 

f' j"" 'Ill f(a, X2(s))ds,aL1(s, a) Jo -eo 

+ f'j"" 'lllf(a,X2(s))ds,aLI(s,a) Jo -oo 

We will prove the following generalized Ito's formula in two-dimensional space. 

Theorem 5.3.1 Under conditions (i)-(iv}, for any continuous two-dimensional semi

martingale X(t) = (X1(t),X2(t)), we have almost surely 

f(X(t))- f(X(O)) 

= ~la' '\lj f(X(s))dX;(s)- /_:""la' 'Ill J(a,X2(s))ds,aL1(s, a) (5.3.6) 

l +oo {' 1 2 {' 
- _ Jo '172 f(Xt(s), a)ds,aL2(s, a)+ 2 L Jo 'llj'llj f(X(s))d <Mt, M2>s . 

00 0 i,j=l 0 
i;"j 
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Proof By a standard localization argument, we can assume Xt(t), X2(t), their quadratic 

variations <X1>., <X2>t, <Xt> X2>t and the local times £1, L2 are bounded processes 

and/, \lj/, Varx,'<iljf (i = 1,2), \lj\ljf, Varx.'<ilj\ljf, Var(x1 ,x2 )\lj\ljf (i,j,k = 
1, 2, i f j) are bounded. 

We divide the proof into several steps: 

(A) Define 

p(x) = { ceC• ,\, 1, if x E (0, 2), 
0, otherwise. 

(5.3.7) 

Here c is chosen such that J:f p(x)dx = 1. Take Pn(x) = np(nx) as mollifiers. Define 

j +ooj+oo 
fn(x,, x2) = -oo -oo Pn(X!- Y)Pn(X2- z)f(y, z)dydz. n 2: 1, 

Then fn(Xt, x2) are smooth and 

1212 y z 
fn(Xt>X2) = p(y)p(z)f(x,- -,x2- -)dydz, n 2: 1. 

o o n n 
(5.3.8) 

Because of the absolute continuity assumption, we can differentiate under the integral 

(5.3.8) to see j, \lifm Varx,'<ilifn (i = 1,2), \1;\ljfn, Varx•'<il;\ljfn, Var(x1,x2 )\li\ljfn 

(i,j, k = 1, 2, i f j) are bounded. Furthermore using Lebesgue's dominated convergence 

theorem, one can prove that as n -> eo, 

fn(Xt, X2) -> 

\ltfn(Xt,X2) -> 

\12fn(Xt,X2) -> 

\1;\ljfn(Xt, X2) -> 

and each (x~,x2 ) E R2. 

f(xt,x2), 

\11 f(x,, x2), 

\12 f(xt, x2), 

\lj\ljf(x!,X2), i,j = 1,2, i fj, 

(5.3.9) 

(5.3.10) 

(5.3.11) 

(5.3.12) 

(B) It turns out for any g(t,x1) being continuous in t and C1 in Xt and having a compact 

support, using the integration by parts formula and Lebesgue's dominated convergence 

theorem, we see that 

n!l'fool: g(t,xr)dx1 \ltfn(Xt,X2(t)) 

= - lim j"" \lg(t,xt)'<iltfn(Xt,X2(t))dxt n-+oo _
00 

= - j_: \lg(t,x!)\11 j(x,,X2(t))dx1 a.s .. (5.3.13) 
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Note \l! f(x~ox2) is of locally bounded variation in Xi and g(t, x1) has a compact support 

in XJ and Riemarm-Stieltjes integrable with respect to v- f, so 

Thus 

(5.3.14) 

(C) If g(s, x 1) is 0 2 in x1, Ll.g(s, x1) is bounded uniformly ins, f. \l g(s, xi) is continuous in 

sand has a compact support in XJo and E [JJ fR'Ig(s,x)g(s, y)lldx,y,s < h(x), h(y) >s 1] < 
oo, where h E V2, then applying Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem and Propo

sition 5.2.1 and the integration by parts formula, 

i.e. 

lim 1+oo {' g(s,x!)dsx,\ldn(x~oX2(s)) 
n-+oo -oo Jo ' 

= - lim 1"" {' \lg(s,x!)d8\lJ/n(x~oX2(s))dx! n-+oo -oo Jo 
= - lim (j"" \lg(s,xi)\ldn(XJ,X2(s))'' dx1 n-+oo _00 0 

-l1:"" :s \lg(s,x!)\ldn(x~oX2(s))dx!ds) 
= -1: \lg(s,x!)\l1f(x!,X2(s)),:dx1 

+ f'j+oo {){) \lg(s,xi)\11 j(x!,X2(s))dx1ds lo -oo s 

= -1:"" l \lg(s,xJ)ds\l1f(x~oX2(s))dx! 
= f'J+oo g(s,x1)d8,x1 \11 j(x~oX2(s)) a.s., lo -oo 

(5.3.15) 

(D) In the following we will prove that (5.3.14) also holds for any continuous function 

g(t,xi) with a compact support in x1• Moreover, if g E Vs and continuous, (5.3.15) also 

holds. 

To see (5.3.14), first note any continuous function with a compact support can be 

approximated by smooth functions with a compact support uniformly by the following 
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standard smoothing procedure 

!00 i2 z 9m(t,x!) = Pm(Y- X!)g(t, y)dy = p(z)g(t,xJ+-)dz. 
-oo 0 m 

Note that there is a compact set G c R1 such that 

Note 

max IBm(t,x!)- g(t,x1)l-> 0 as m-> +oo, 
XtEG 

9m(t, X!) = g(t, X!) = 0 for X! ~ G. 

= /_:"" 9m(t,xl)dx1 '\1J/n(XJ,X2(t)) (5.3.16) 

+ j_:oo (g(t, xJ) - 9m(t, xJ))dx1 '\ldn(XJ, X2(t)). 

It is easy to see from (5.3.14) and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, that 

lim lim j+oo 9m(t,x!)dx1 '\!J/n(xl>X2(t)) 
m-+oo n-1oo _

00 

= lim Joo 9m(t, XJ)dx1 '\1) f(x!,X2(t)) m-+oo _
00 

= j_:g(t,xl)dx1 '\l!f(x!,X2(t)) a.s.. (5.3.17) 

Moreover, 

I j_:oo (g(t,x!)- 9m(t,x!) )dx1 'hfn(Xb X2(t))l 

:o; ( max lg(t, X!) - 9m(t, XJ)I) Varx1eo'\ldn(XJ, X2(t)). 
XlEG 

(5.3.18) 

But, 

lim limsup (max lg(t,x!)- 9m(t,x!)I)Varx1eo'\ldn(XJ,X2(t)) = 0 a.s .. 
m-too n-+oo Xl EG 

So inequality (5.3.18) leads to 

lim limsup I j+oo (g(t,x!)- 9m(t,xJ))dx1 '\ldn(Xb X2(t))l = 0 a.s .. 
m-+oo n-oo -oo 

(5.3.19) 

Now we use (5.3.16), (5.3.17) and (5.3.19) 

~....".;;P /_:
00 

g(t, XJ)dx1 '\!J/n(XJ, X2(t)) 

= lim limsupj+oo 9m(t,x!)dx1 '\1J/n(XJ,X2(t)) 
m-+oo n-+oo -oo 

+ lim limsup j+oo (g(t, X!) - 9m(t, X!))dx1 '\!J!n(Xb X2(t)) 
m-+oo n-+oo -oo 

= j_: g(t,xJ)dx1 '\l!f(x!,X2(t)) a.s .. 
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Similarly we also have 

So (5.3.14) holds for a continuous function g with a compact support in x1• 

Now we prove that (5.3.15) also holds for a continuous function g E V3. Define 

9m(8,Xt) =I: I: Pm(Y- Xt)Pm(r- s)g(r,y)drdy. 

Then there is a compact G c R 1 such that 

max IBm(s, x1)- g(s, Xt)l--> 0 as m--> +oo, 
0:9~t,a:tEG 

Bm(S,Xt) = g(s,xt) = 0 for Xt ~G. 

Then it is trivial to see 

l £:"" g(s,xt)ds,x1'Vdn(Xt,Xz(s)) 

= l 1: 9m(S,Xt)ds,x1'Vdn(Xt,Xz(s)) 

+ rj+oo (g(s,x1)- 9m(s, Xt))ds,x1 'Vtfn(Xt,Xz(s)). Jo -oo 

But from (5.3.15), we can see that 

!im lim ftj+oo 9m(B,Xt)dsx1 'Vtfn(Xt,Xz(s)) 
m--+oo n-+oo } 0 _

00 
• 

= lim ftj+oo 9m(B,Xt)dsx1'Vi'f(xt,Xz(s)) a.s. 
m-+oo}a -oo ' 

= ftj+oo g(s,xt)d8 ,x1 'Vtf(xt,Xz(s)). (limit in Mz) 
la -oo 

The last limit holds because of the following: 

E[j_: (gm(s,xt)- g(s,xt))ds,x1 'V! f(xt, Xz(s))j
2 

= E[fn' L, (gm- g)(s, a)(gm- g)(s, b)da,b,s <'Vi' f(a), 'V! f(b) >s] 

= E[fn' £:00 

(gm- g)(s, a)(gm- g)(s, b) 

da,b 'Vi'\72 f(a,Xz(s))'Vi'\72 f(b, Xz(s))]d <Mz>s 

= El u_:(Bm- g)(s,a)da'Vi'\72 f(a,Xz(s))t d <Mz>s 

--+ 0, as m -r oo. 
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On the other hand, in M2 

1t1+oo lim lim (g(s,x,)- 9m(s,x,))dsx1 Vdn(x,,X2(s)) = 0. 
m--+oo n-+oo 0 _

00 
1 

(5.3.22) 

In fact, 

E[Jo' j_:oo (g(s, x1)- 9m(s,x,))ds,x1 Vdn(x,, X2(s))r 

= E Jo' [j_:(g- 9m)(s,a)d.V,V2fn(a,X2(s))rd <M2>s. 

Noting that V1 V2!n(a, X 2(s)) is of bounded variation in a, we can use an argument similar 

to the one in the proof of (5.3.19) and (5.3.20) to prove (5.3.22). 

(E) Now we use the multi-dimensional It6's formula to the function fn(X(s)), then a.s. 

fn(X(t))- fn(X(O)) 

= t, l Vdn(X(s))dX;(s) + ~ fo'l.l.dn(X(s))d <M1>8 

+~ ll.l.2fn(X(s))d <M2>s + l V',V2fn(X(s))d <M1,M2>s. (5.3.23) 

As n---+ oo, it is easy to see from Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem and (5.3.9), 

(5.3.10), (5.3.11), (5.3.12) that, (i = 1, 2) 

fn(X(t))- fn(X(O)) ---+ !(X(t))- f(X(O)) a.s., 

l 'Vdn(X(s))dV;(s) ---+ l Vi f(X(s))dV;(s) a.s., 

lot V;'Vj/n(X(s))d <M, M2>s ---+ l ViV'jf(X(s))d <M, M2>s a.s. (i,j = 1, 2, i 'I' j) 

and 

El (V;fn(X(s)))2d <M;>s---+ El (Vi f(X(s))2d <M;>s. 

Therefore in M 2, 

l V;Jn(X(s))dM;(s)---+ l Vi f(X(s))dM;(s), (i = 1, 2). 

To see the convergence of! JJ l.l.dn(X(s))d <M1>., first from integration by parts formula 

and (5.2.13), we have 

~ fo'l.l.dn(X(s))d <M1>s = j_: Jo'l.l.lfn(a,X2(s))d8 L,(s,a)da 

= l: L,(t,a)daVdn(a,X2(t)) 

1+oo1t - L,(s,a)ds,a'Vdn(a,X2(s)). -oo 0 
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But local time £ 1 ( s, a) can be decomposed as 

L1(s,a) = L,(s,a) +I; L,(s,xD := L1(s,a) +L,(s,a), 
xk:5a 

(5.3.24) 

where L1(s, a) is jointly continuous in s, a, and {xk} are the discontinuous points of 

L1(s, a). From (D) and (5.3.5), we have as n _, oo, 

(5.3.25) 

On the other hand, from Lemma 1.2.2, we know that L1(s, a) is of bounded vari

ation in a for each s and of bounded variation in (s, a) for ahnost every w E fl. And 

also because Vdn(a,X2(s)) is continuous in (s,a), JJ f"eo' Vdn(a,X2(s))ds,aLi(s,a) is 

Riemann-Stieltjes integral. Hence in (5.3.4), replacing L1(s,a) by L1(s,a), g1(s,a) by 

V1fn(a,X2(s)), we still can obtain an integration by parts formula as follows 

r' reo t,(s, a)ds,a Vdn(a, X2(s)) 
la l-oo 

=la' L: Vdn(a,X2(s))ds,aLi(s,a) + L: L,(t,a)daVdn(a,X2(t)) 

Note here the integral JJJ:'"eoL,(s,a)ds,aVdn(a,X2(s)) is also a Riemann-Stieltjes inte

gral though it is stochastic. Therefore 

L: L,(t, a)da Vdn(a, X2(t))- fa' L: L,(s,a)ds,a Vdn(a, X2(s)) 

= - r' reo Vdn(a,X2(s))d,,at,(s,a) 
lo l-oo 

_, - r' reo V}f(a,X2(s))d,,aL,(s,a) (5.3.26) 
la l-oo 

as n _, oo by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. So by (5.3.25) and (5.3.26), 

~ r' t!.dn(X(s))d <M1>s->- reo r' V} f(x~o X2(t))ds,x1 L,(s, x,), zlo 1-eolo 
as n _, oo. The term! JJ t!.2fn(s,X(s))d <M2>s can be treated similarly. So we proved 

the desired formula. 0 

The following theorem gives the new representation of f(X,), which leads to integra

tion by parts formula for integrations of local times. 
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Theorem 5.3.2 Under conditions (i}-(iv}, for any continuous two-dimensional semi

martingale X(t) = (X,(t),X2(t)), we have almost surely 

f(X(t)) = f(X(O)) + ~ l Y'i f(X(s))dX;(s) 

+I: L,(t,a)daY'}f(a,X2(t))-I: l L,(s,a)ds,aY'!f(a,X2(s)) 

+I: L2(t, a)da Y'2 f(X,(t),a)- I:"" l L2(s,a)ds,a Y'2 f(X,(s), a) 

1 2 f' 
+2 2: Jo Y'jY'j f(X(s))d <M" M2>s . (5.3.27) 

i,j=l 0 
i;'j 

In particular, from (5.3.5}, (5.3.6}, we have the integration by parts formulae 

I: g(t, a)da V'} j(a,X2(t))-I: l g(s,a)ds,a V'!f(a, X2(s)) 

= -1+"" f' V'} f(a, X2(s))ds,ag(s, a), 
-oo lo 

for g(s,a) = L,(s,a),L,(s,a),L1(s,a) respectively. 

Proof: For (5.3.27), we only need to prove the convergence in (5.3.25) holds for L1(s, x). 

First let's prove, when n ---+ oo, in Mz, 

l +oo l' l+oo l' L, (s, a)ds,a Y'dn(a, X2(s)) --+ L, (s, a)ds,a V'} f(a, X2(s)). 
-oo 0 -oo 0 

From the assumption of V'} f and the definition of fn, recall (5.3.2) and from Ito's 

formula we have Y'1f(a,X2(t)) = Y'1f(a,X2(0)) + h(t,a) + v(t,a), Y'dn(a,X2(t)) = 
Y'dn(a,X2(0)) +hn(t,a) +vn(t,a), where hn, hare continuous local martingales and Vn. 

v are continuous processes with locally bounded variation (in t ). From previous computa

tions, we know that hn, hE V2, i.e. < (hn- h)(a), (hn- h)(b) >s is of bounded variation 

in (s,a,b) and vn(s,a), v(s,a) are of bounded variation in (s,a). So 

Ell+oo {' L,(s,a)ds,ahn(s, a) -l+oo {' L,(s, a)d8 ,ah(s,a)l2 
-oo Jo -oa Jo 

= E f' f L1(s,a)L1(s,b)daos < hn(a) -h(a),hn(b) -h(b) >s. lo 1R2 '' 

Let (-N, N) covers the compact support of!ocal tinle £1 ( t, ·), N is fixed for each w, and 

G(s,a,b) := L,(s,a)L,(s,b) 

G(a, b):~+l := Lt(sk+l• a)L, (sk+b b) - L,(sk, a)L,(sk, b) 

Hn(s,a,b) :=< hn(a)- h(a),hn(b)- h(b) >s. 
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We can show that G(s, a, b) is of bounded variation in (s, a, b). In fact, let P be a partition 

on [-N, N]2 x [0, t], where P; is a partition on [-N, N] ( i = 1, 2), p3 is a partition on [0, t] 
such that P = P1 x P2 x P3, then 

Vars,a,bG(s, a, b) 

= sup L L L; IG(ai+b bj+l)~~+t - G(ai+b bj)~~+t- G(a;, bj+l)~~+' + G(ai, bj):~+t~ 
p k i j 

= sup L L L ILl(sk+l•ai+l)Ll(sk+l, bj+l)- Ll(sk,ai+l)Ll(sk, bj+l) 
'P k i j 

-L1(sk+l• a;)Ll(sk+b bj+l) + L1 (sk, a;)Ll (sk, bj+l) 

-Ll(Sk+b aHl)Ll(sk+l> bj) + L1 (sk, a;+l)Ll(sk, bj) 

+L1(sk+b ai)Ll(sk+b bj)- L1(sk, a;)Ll(sk, bj)l 

= sup LL L I<L!(Sk+b ai+l)- L1(sk+b a;))(L!(Sk+b bj+l)- L1(sk+b bj)) 
p k i j 

-(Ll(sk,ai+l)- Ll(sk,a;))(Ll(sk,bj+l)- L!(Sk,bj))l 

= sup LLL I[(Ll(sk+baHl)- L1(sk+l, a;))- (Ll(sk,aHl)- L1(sk,a;))] 
p k i j 

·(Ll(sk+b bj+l)- L1(sk+1, bj)) 

+(Ll(sk, a;+l)- L1(sk, a;)) 

·[(Ll(sk+l,bj+l)- Ll(sk+l,bJ))- (Ll(sk,bj+l)- Ll(sk,bj))JI 

::; sup LLL [ L [k+1 1(x~j(X8)dV.)]· [ L l1(x~j(X.)dV.] 
'P k i j ai<X~:$ai+l 8k bi<x~:$b;tl 0 

+sup LLL [ L fn\{x~j(X.)dV.]· [ L t+1 1(x~j(X.)dV.)] 
'P k i j ai<xin,:$ai+l 0 bj<X~:$b;+ 1 8k 

= 2( L l1{x~j(X,)dV. ) 2 

-N<x~'$.N ° 
rt 2 ::; 2(]
0 

1<-N,NJ(X.)IdV.I) 

< oo. 

Define 

G1(s,a, b) := Va([O, s] x [-N, a] x [-N, b]) + G(s,a,b), 

G2(s,a,b) := Va([O,s] x [-N,a] x [-N,b])- G(s,a,b), 

where Va([O, s] x [-N,a] x [-N, b]) denotes the total variation of G on [0, s] x [-N,a] x 
1 - - - -[-N,b]. Then it's easy to see that G(s,a,b) = 2[G1(s,a,b)- G2(s,a,b)J, and G~, G2 

are nondecreasing in (s, a, b). Moreover, by additivity of variation, one can see that for 
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Gt(s2, a, b)- Gt(St, a, b) 

= Vo([st, s2] x [-N,x] x [-N, y]) + G(s2, a, b)- G(s1, a, b)- G(s2, a, -N) 

+G(st, a, -N)- G(s2, -N, b)+ G(st, a, -N)- G(s2, -N, -N) + G(st. -N, -N) 

~ 0. 

That is to say, G1(s,a,b) is increasing ins for each a and b. Also for any a2 :::; a1, 

Gt(s,a2,b)- Gt(s,at,b) 

= Vo([O,s] x [a1,a2] x [-N,y])+G(s,a2,b)-G(s,at,b)-G(O,a2,b)+G(O,at,b) 

-G(s,a2, -N) + G(s,at, -N) + G(O,a2, -N)- G(O,at. -N) 

~ 0. 

So Gt(s,a,b) is nondecreasing in a for each sand b. In the same way, G1(s,a,b) is 

nondecreasing in b for each s and a. Therefore G1(s, a, b) is nondecreasing in s, a, b 

respectively. Similarly, G2(s,a,b) is also nondecreasing ins, a, b respectively. Define 

Gt(s,a,b) = lim G1 (s1,a1,b1
) 

s' !s,a' !a,b' lb 

( 
• • I I I G2 s,a,b)= hm G2(s,a,b). 

s' ls,a' la,b' lb 

So Gt and G2 are right continuous in (s, a, b), and nondecreasing ins, a, b separately, and 

G(s,a,b) = ~[G1 (s,a,b)- G2(s,a,b)]. Now we claim for any c > 0, 

A= {(s,a,b): G1(s,a,b) < c} 

isanopenset. To see this, for any (s,a,b) EA, takee = ~(c-Gt(s,a,b)) > 0. First as 

G(s,a,b) is right continuous in (s,a,b), so there exists o > 0 such that 

[Gt(s',a',b')- Gt(s,a,b)f < e, 

when s $ 8
1 < s + o, a $ a1 < a+ o, b $ b' < b + o. That is to say, [s, s + o) X [a, a+ o) X 

[b, b + o) c A. But for any s' $ s, a' :::; a, b' :::; b, 

Therefore, ( -oo, s + o) X ( -oo, a + o) x ( -oo, b + o) E A. This implies that A is an open 

set. Thus for any c ~ 0, 

{(s, a, b): Gt(s, a, b) ~ c} 
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is a closed set. 

From the assumption, we know Hn(8,a,b) is of bounded variation in (8,a,b) and 

when n-> oo, Hn-> 0. We only consider the increasing part of Hn, still denote it by Hn. 

Hn(8, a, b) is left continuous and increasing, so it generates Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure, 

denote it by Jl.n· It's easy to see that P.n([st, 82) x [at, a2) x [bt, ~)) --> 0, as n-> oo, for 

any [8t>82) X [at,a2) x [bt,~) C [O,t] x [-N,N]2. So Jl.n 1!::, 0, as n-> oo. Let P be a 

probability measure on [0, t] x [-N, N]2 and 

(P + P.n)([8t, 82) x [at, a2) X [bt, b2)) 
Pn([8t, 82) X [at, a2) X [bt, b2)) = (P + P.n)([O, t] x [-N, Nj x [-N, Nj)" 

Then Pn 1S P. Therefore, by the equivalent condition of weak convergence (cf. Propo

sition 1.2.4 in [19]), for any closed set E, limsupPn(E) :'0 P(E). Now without losing 
n~oa 

generality, we assume 0 :-:; Gt(8,a,b) :-:; 1. Using the method of Proposition 1.2.4 in [19], 

we have for either Q = Pn or P, 

and 

ki-1 i-1 i 
l:-k-Q{(8,a,b): -k- :-:; Gt(8,a,b) < ;) 
t=l 

:-:; f'jNjN Gt(8,a,b)Q(d8dadb) 
Jo -N -N 

k • • 1 . 
:'0 L YcQ{(s,a,b): '~ :-:; Gt(s,a,b) <Ye}, 

t=l 

k i i-1 i L kQ{(s,a,b): -k- :-:; Gt(s,a,b) < k} 
t=l 

k-t 1 i 
= L kQ{(s,a,b): Gt(s,a,b):?: k}. 

J=O 

ButE;:= {(s,a,b): Gt(s,a,b):?: His closed, so 

Thus, 

lim supPn(E;) :<0 P(E;), i = 0, 1, · · ·, k- 1. 
n~oa 

limsup f'jN jN Gt(s,a,b)Pn(dsdadb) 
n-+oo Jo -N -N 

k-t 1 . 
:'0 limsup L kPn{(8,a,b): Gt(s,a,b)?: Ye} 

n-+oo i=O 

k-t 1 i 
:-:; L kP{(s, a, b): Gt(s, a, b) :?: k} 

i=O 

:-:; -k
1 + f' jN jN Gt(s, a, b)P(dsdadb). Jo -N -N 
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As k is arbitrary, so 

limsup {t {N {N G1(s, a, b)Pn(dsdadb) 
n-+oo fo 1-N f-N 

~ {t {N {N G!(s,a,b)P(dsdadb). Jo j_N j_N 

Applying above to 1- G1(s,a,b), we can prove 

Therefore, 

So, 

liminf {t {N {N G1(s,a, b)Pn(dsdadb) 
n--+oo Jo 1-N 1-N 

;::: r {N {N G1(s,a,b)P(dsdadb). Jo j_N j_N 

lim r {N {N G!(s,a,b)Pn(dsdadb) 
n-+oo}o 1-N 1-N 

= r {N {N G1(s,a,b)P(dsdadb). Jo j_N j_N 

lim rt {N {N G,(s,a,b)JJ-n(dsdadb) = 0. 
n--+oo}o J_N f-N 

We can do the same thing to G2 ( s, a, b), and get 

Thus, 

lim ft {N fN G2(s,a,b)JJ-n(dsdadb) = 0. 
n--+oo}o J_N 1-N 

lim rt {N [N G(s, a, b)JJ-n(dsdadb) = 0. 
n--+oo}o 1-N 1-N 

But when Hn(s,a,b) is of bounded variation in (s,a,b), it can be decomposed to two 

increasing functions. Therefore, we have 

lim rt {N {N G(s,a,b)dabsHn(s,a,b) = 0. 
n-too}o J_NJ-N '' 

Hence, when n -t oo, in M2 

j +oo lot j+oo lot L!(s,a)ds,ahn(s,a)--> L!(s,a)d8 ,ah(s,a). 
-oo 0 -eo 0 

We can also easily prove that 

j +oo lot j+oo lot L!(s,a)ds,aVn(s,a)--> L!(s,a)d,,av(s,a), 
-oo 0 -eo 0 

r+"" r+"" Loo L!(t,a)da'Vdn(a,X2(t))--> l-oo L!(t,a)da'VI j(a,X2(t)). 
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Similarly we can deal with the terms with L2(s, a). So (5.3.27) is proved and the integra-

tion by parts formulae follow easily. 0 

The smoothing procedure in Theorem 5.3.1 can be used to prove that if f : R x R -> R 

is absolutely continuous in x1, x2 respectively and locally bounded, C1 in x1 and x2, and 

the left derivatives a~:iixJ(x 1 ,x2), (i,j = 1,2) exist and are locally bounded and left 

continuous, then 

f(X(t))- f(X(O)) 
2 ft 1 2 ft a2-

= t; lo 'V;f(X(s))dX;(s) + 2 i~l lo ox;ox/(X(s))d <X;,X;>s. (5.3.28) 

This can be seen from the convergence in the proof of Theorem 5.3.1 and the fact that . ~ ~ bx,bx/n(x~, x2) -> bx,bx; f(x,, x2) under the stronger condition on bx;bx; f. 

The next theorem is an easy consequence of the methods of the proofs of Theorem 

5.3.1 and (5.3.28). 

Theorem 5.3.3 Let f : R x R -> R satisfy conditions {i) and f(x~, x2) = fh(x~, x2) + 
fv(XJ,X2)· Assume fh is C1 in X1,X2 and the left derivatives &~:iix/h(x~,x2)(i,j = 1,2) 

exist and are left continuous and locally bounded; fv satisfies conditions (ii)-{iv). Then 

f(X(t))- f(X(O)) 

2ft 12ft 
= t; Jo 'Vi f(X(s))dX;(s) + 2 t; Jo t..;-!h(X(s))d <X;>s 

- j+oo ft 'V! fv(a, X2(s))d,,aL1(s,a)- j+oo ft 'V2 fv(X,(s),a)d,,aL2(s, a) 
-oo Jo -oo Jo 

1 2 ft 
+2 I; Jo 'Vj'Vj f(X(s))d <M,, M2>s 

,,,=1 
i;"j 

2ft 12ft 
= t; Jo 'Vj f(X(s))dX;(s) + 2 t; Jo Sj !h(X(s))d <X;>s 

+ j_: L,(t, a)da 'V! fv(a,X2(t))- j_: l L,(s,a)d,,a 'V! fv(a,X2(s)) 

+ i: L2(t, a)da 'V2 fv(X,(t),a)- ]_:"" l L2(s, a)d8 ,a 'V2 fv(X,(s), a) 

1 2 ft 
+2 I; Jo 'Vj'Vjf(X(s))d <M1,M2>s 

t,j=l 0 

i;"j 
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Example 5.3.1 Consider 

It's easy to see that 

\71 f(X!,X2) = X21{x1x2 >o}l{x2 >0} + X21{x,x,~O}l{x,~O} 

X21{x1 >0)l{x2>0} + X21{x1 ~o)l{x2 ~o} 

so L\.1 f(O, x2) = oo, which means that the classical I tO's formula doesn't work. But 

This suggests our generalized I tO's formula can be used. 

Example 5.3.2 Consider 

It's easy to see that 

\71 f(xt, x2) 

\72 f(X!,X2) 

1 

f(xbx2) = x~(x1x2)+. 

So L\.2 f(xb 0) = -oo when Xt < 0, and lim L\.2 f(xt, x2) = -oo when Xt < 0, 
x2-o-

lim L\.2 f(xt, x2) = oo when Xt > 0. These calculations suggest that neither the classical 
X2-0+ 
I tO's formula, nor the formula in {3g} can be applied immediately. But our generalized 

I tO's formula can be used here. 

Remark 5.3.1 This Chapter is in the paper {12}, which is submitted to Stochastic Pro

cesses and Thelr Applications. Applications e.g. in the study of the asymptotics of the 

solutions of heat equations with caustics in two dimensions, will be considered in future 

publications. 
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